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Foreword
The primary goals of the FCC’s Internet policy should to ensure that the
growth of the Internet continues, and to protect the innovation,
creativity, and sharing that the Internet empowers.

The Internet has dominated the past decade. It has drastically altered the daily lives of millions of
people: families separated by continents communicate on their computer screens as if they are in
the same room; shoppers buy clothes, music, cars, and homes online; and experts share information
about everything from cupcakes to particle physics.
Across the globe, so many of the defining political and cultural moments of the last ten years
centered around the electronic networks that connect us: political protests organized from smart
phones; news of natural disasters breaking online and spreading virally; and a presidential debate
becoming a nationwide town hall as voters sent in questions from their computers.
The way we have come to use the Internet is a function of its openness—the cost of starting a
website and sharing content with the world is low. Anyone with a few hundred dollars can buy a
domain name, rent space on a server, and begin publishing content that anyone with an Internet
connection can access. People with new ideas are encouraged to test them out as the number of
users online can make the pay‐off well worth the investment.
For every YouTube, Wikipedia, or Google there are thousands of websites and applications created
and tested—some are game‐changers, and some are not. But the depth and breadth of content is
what drives the Internet to become wider, smarter, and more useful as each day passes.
Behind the scenes, this dynamic, referred to as “network neutrality” (or “net neutrality”) works like
this: end‐users pay Internet Service Providers (ISPs), like Verizon or Comcast, for access to the
Internet; and content providers, like newspapers, blogs, and businesses, pay ISPs a onetime fee to
upload information online. Without net neutrality, ISPs could charge content providers again when
users access content. Adding these fees would increase the costs of creating websites and
applications.
In October 2009, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) proposed a set of net neutrality
rules that would require ISPs to give equal access to all providers of Internet content. The proposed
rules respond to new techniques that would enable ISPs to discriminate against certain types of
v

content in the provision of network services—for example, by giving certain applications “priority”
when lines are congested.
Opponents of the proposed rules argue that they will stifle innovation and unfairly shackle ISPs
from enjoying fair returns on their investment in Internet infrastructure. As the Internet has grown
in recent decades, it has continually evolved in new directions that were first unimaginable, then
novel, and then quickly became commonplace. Some believe that the Internet is best left alone, and
fear that net neutrality rules will dampen the creative spirit at the heart of the successful growth of
the Internet.
Proponents of net neutrality argue that the rules are needed to preserve innovation and protect
content providers from being taken advantage of by ISPs, who are the gatekeepers for Internet use
across the country. The next new technologies or Internet applications often do not come from
established players; it is the innovators and start‐up companies that provide the creative firepower
that drives the evolution of the Internet forward. If ISP pricing crowds out this innovation, or
significantly diminishes the returns for those who invest in creating new and novel forms of
content, then the Internet will stagnate.
In this report, Inimai M. Chettiar and J. Scott Holladay discuss the implications of the proposed new
net neutrality rules for the Internet, examining arguments on both side of the debate. Using an
economic framework, Chettiar and Holladay analyze how the proposed rules will affect the value of
the Internet—understood as both the physical communications network as well as the content that
travels over that infrastructure. With this framework, they examine the tradeoffs inherent in
Internet policy and point the direction toward rules that will facilitate the growth of the Internet
and give private companies the correct incentives to continue investing in this significantly valuable
good.
The explosive growth of the Internet has fundamentally redrawn our economic and social lives. The
primary goals of the FCC’s Internet policy should be to ensure that the growth of the Internet
continues, and to protect the innovation, creativity, and sharing that the Internet empowers. By
carefully examining the likely effects of the FCC’s proposed rules, Chettiar and Holladay have made
an extremely valuable contribution to the debate and to the future development of this vital
national resource.

Richard L. Revesz
Faculty Director
Dean, NYU Law

Michael A. Livermore
Executive Director
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Executive Summary
By giving players the best incentives for optimal investment, net
neutrality encourages a cycle that breeds more content, which in turn
breeds more users.

The Federal Communications Commission has proposed rules that would keep the doors to the
Internet open. The proposed rules would make net neutrality the law of the land, ensuring that the
Internet remains free and open to content providers.
This Report analyzes federal net neutrality policy from an economic perspective in order to
understand the fundamental tradeoffs: How do we maximize the value of the Internet? Who wins,
and who loses?
While there may be other considerations for policymakers, economic criteria can indicate which
policy maximizes net benefits for society, and, thus, are clearly important.
There are five core findings of this Report that should influence the debate over net neutrality.
Internet Market Failure
The Internet—understood both as the physical infrastructure as well as the content and
information moving along that infrastructure—produces billions of dollars of free value for the
American public: Information is shared, reused, and reconfigured without fees or penalties.
Websites are not compensated when their content is repurposed or passed on—that means fewer
subscriptions to paid services, fewer direct page views, and a loss of advertising dollars. This
economic dynamic has been taken for granted as the Internet grew around the idea that
information resides in the public domain—free to be emailed, Tweeted, blogged, and discussed.
Smart Policy Can Help
As a result of this dynamic, the Internet is more useful to everyone on it, but Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) and content providers are at a disadvantage since they are not compensated for all
the information they disseminate. This leads to systematic underinvestment in the Internet: if that
income could be accessed, it would encourage investment in infrastructure and content.
Government policy can increase investment in both Internet content and infrastructure to
overcome this market failure.
vii

Transferring Wealth Through Price Discrimination
Without net neutrality rules, new technologies could lead to pricing practices that transfer wealth
from content providers to ISPs, a form of price discrimination that would reduce the return on
investment for Internet content—meaning website owners, bloggers, newspapers, and businesses
would have less incentive to expand their sites and applications.
Efficiently Supporting Infrastructure
Additional investment in broadband infrastructure would also increase the value of the Internet—
making it faster and accessible in more places. But charging content providers for access to ISP
customers is an extremely inefficient economic tool to do that, primarily because most additional
revenue generated for ISPs is likely to be transferred to their shareholders rather than invested in
expanding broadband lines.
It is relatively easy to directly support infrastructure development, but hard to provide direct
support for content. Targeted government support for ISPs to expand access where needed, along
with net neutrality rules to protect content providers, are the best combination of policies for
overcoming the market failure of underinvestment in the Internet.
Problems With Prioritization
Without net neutrality rules preventing priority pricing techniques, there could be changes in the
way content appears online. If ISPs create “priority” or “fast lane” access to content providers at a
fee, users could experience uneven access to websites and applications. While some content
providers may benefit from this architecture, many type of websites will be especially harmed.
Ultimately, prioritization could reduce incentives for content creators, potentially lowering the
overall value of the Internet for all users.
By giving players the best incentives for optimal investment, net neutrality encourages a cycle that
breeds more content, which in turn breeds more users. A combination of policies that protect
content providers and judiciously deploy government resources to augment private investment in
physical infrastructure is the right mix to ensure that the Internet continues to grow and flourish,
generating massive benefits for the American public.
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Introduction
The Internet Policy Landscape

Network neutrality (commonly referred to as “net neutrality”) as applied to the Internet allows
end‐users (everyday users of the Internet) the “freedom to access the content, services,
applications, and devices of their choice.”1 This seemingly simple concept has many different
applications in practice. Perhaps the most important is the principle that Internet Service Providers
(ISPs, the companies that own the Internet network infrastructure) must charge the same price for
all content providers (companies or individuals that post websites) who wish to reach the ISPs’
subscribers.
Currently, ISPs (such as Time Warner and Verizon) operate under a de facto net neutrality regime:
they do not charge content providers (such as Yahoo and Wikipedia) for access to their subscribers.
Instead, content providers only pay fees to a single ISP to upload information to the web.2 But there
is no federal law preventing ISPs from charging content providers different prices for access to
their subscribers. The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has favored nondiscrimination
in its policy statements, and it is now attempting to codify net neutrality principles to bring clarity
to the bounds of ISP action. Under a legal net neutrality regime, ISPs would be prevented from price
discriminating against content providers.
If ISPs could price discriminate, they would be able to charge content providers different prices to
reach their subscribers. For example, a company like Time Warner would be able to charge a
content provider like Yahoo a different price than Wikipedia to reach Time Warner’s subscribers.
Or, if Wikipedia could not reach an agreement with Time Warner, then Time Warner’s subscribers
would be unable to access the site. This prospect threatens the end‐to‐end architecture that has
made the Internet so valuable: currently, all users can access all content on the Internet. The
alternative to an end‐to‐end architecture would be a proliferation of fiefdoms of ISP‐specific
networks in which some sites might be available to all Internet subscribers while others might only
be available to subscribers of a particular ISP. This result is referred to as network fragmentation.
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The Current Process
The FCC’s rulemaking proceeding initiated in October 2009 will affect which of these regimes
should govern the Internet going forward. In its proposed regulation, the FCC has chosen to
enshrine the current de facto net neutrality regime into the law. This rulemaking proceeding is part
of the agency’s ongoing effort to
establish Internet policy.

“Net neutrality” as applied to the Internet mandates that

Established in 1934, the FCC is an
Internet Service Providers (ISPs, companies who own the
independent agency of the federal
Internet wiring) must charge the same price for all content
government.3 It is authorized to
providers (companies or individuals that post websites)
regulate all use—by anyone other
who wish to reach the ISPs’ broadband subscribers.
than the federal government—of
the radio spectrum (including
Net neutrality prevents ISPs from favoring certain content
radio
and
television
providers over others.
broadcasting),
all
interstate
telecommunications
(including
wire, satellite, cable, and Internet), and all international communications originating or terminating
in the United States.4
The FCC typically exercises its broad jurisdiction over communications through case‐by‐case
adjudications, rather than through rulemakings or regulations.5 Historically, Internet policy has
been no exception; the FCC has preferred to adjudicate disputes regarding federal Internet policy
on a case‐by‐case basis.6
In 2005, the FCC adopted a Policy Statement clarifying the scope of its authority to regulate the
Internet, and expressing a desire to promote net neutrality on the Internet.7 That Statement
outlined four guiding principles aimed at preserving the openness of the Internet, fostering creation
and innovation regarding broadband information and services, and preserving competition and
innovation to benefit users:8


users are entitled to access the lawful Internet content of their choice;



users are entitled to run applications and use services of their choice, subject to the
needs of law enforcement;



users are entitled to connect their choice of legal devices that do not harm the network;
and



users are entitled to competitions among network providers, application and service
providers, and content providers.

In 2007, the FCC published a Notice of Inquiry that recommended the FCC “add a new principle to
[its Internet] policy statement to address incentives for anti‐competitive discrimination and to
ensure the continued vibrancy of the Internet.”9 While that rulemaking was pending, the FCC
formally committed to its net neutrality policy in its well‐known “Comcast Order,” issued in August
2008. There, the FCC held that Comcast violated the FCC’s Policy Statement and illegally blocked
access to lawful online content by delaying subscribers’ downloads and blocking their uploads. The
Commission found that Comcast failed to exercise “reasonable network management” when it
“selectively” targeted and interfered with BitTorrent, a peer‐to‐peer (“P2P”) application (a website
with software allowing users to download information uploaded by other users without central
coordination).10 Specifically, Comcast monitored its connections to identify P2P connections, and if
it determined that “too many” customers were uploading P2P, it would drop the P2P connections.11
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The FCC confirmed its stance to enforce the principles that users should be able to access any
content and any application, and warned that, “[i]f in the future evidence arises that any company is
willfully blocking or degrading Internet content, affected parties may file a complaint with the
Commission.”12 Ultimately, the Comcast Order held that an ISP may not degrade or block legal
content in the name of “network management” unless the ISP shows that its network management
practice is reasonable. The FCC found Comcast’s blocking of BitTorrent to be unreasonable, as it had
arbitrarily picked an application and blocked its subscribers’ access to it. The FCC held Comcast in
violation of the FCC’s Internet
Policy Statement because it
The FCC’s proposed regulation, called “Preserving the
prevented users from “running
Open Internet,” will affect how the Internet will be
applications of their choice.”13
governed going forward. It codifies four existing
Comcast has appealed this
principles of net neutrality and adds two new principles of
decision to the U.S. Court of
nondiscrimination.
Appeals for the District of
Columbia, arguing that the FCC
If finalized, the current de facto net neutrality system will
has no authority to enforce a
14
be enshrined into the law.
Policy Statement.
On October 22, 2009, the FCC
formally proposed a net neutrality regulation, entitled “Preserving the Open Internet.” that builds
on the FCC’s earlier adjudication‐based policymaking for the Internet.15 The FCC explains its choice
to promulgate rules in this area: the Internet market has developed to the point where codified
rules can “establish clear requirements” for parties while also providing the FCC with the “flexibility
to consider particular circumstances case by case.”16 The rules are codified at a “relatively general
level and leave more detailed rulings to the adjudications of particular cases.”17 To enforce these
rules, the FCC can initiate an enforcement action on its own, or in response to a complaint filed by a
third party.18
The new regulation applies to all “providers of broadband Internet access,” defined fairly broadly to
include all ISPs providing Internet access service (other than via dialup_)19 to end‐user subscribers.
The FCC seeks comment on whether and how to apply this regulation to “managed or specialized
services” (such as subscription voice and video services, applications for telemedicine, smart grid,
eLearning, or cable television) and to wireless services (including mobile wireless).20
The regulation first codifies the four net neutrality principles outlined in the FCC’s 2005 Policy
Statement. Notably, the principles are rewritten as rules that impose obligations on broadband ISPs
rather than as entitlements of users:21
1. Subject to reasonable network management, a provider of broadband Internet access may
not prevent any of its users from sending or receiving the lawful content of the user’s
choice over the Internet. This “content choice rule” ensures that users can both send and
receive the content of their choice, expressing their views.
2. Subject to reasonable network management, a provider of broadband Internet access may
not prevent any of its users from running the lawful applications or using the lawful
services of the user’s choice. This “applications and services choice rule” ensures that
users can run applications and use services of their choice.
3. Subject to reasonable network management, a provider of broadband Internet access may
not prevent any of its users from connecting to and using on its network the user’s choice
of lawful devices that do no harm the network. This “devices choice rule” allows users to
connect to the Internet by using their choice of legal devices that do not harm the
network.
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4. Subject to reasonable network management, a provider of broadband Internet access may
not deprive any of its users of the user’s entitlement to competition among network
providers, application providers, services providers, and content providers. This “provider
choice rule” protects competition among network providers, application and service
providers, and content providers. The rule does not define “application, content, or
service provider,” as any user of the Internet can be such a provider.
The rulemaking also proposes two additional principles:
5. Subject to reasonable network management, a provider of broadband Internet access must
treat lawful content, application, and services in a nondiscriminatory manner.22 This
“nondiscrimination rule” intends to prohibit the ability of network operators to
discriminate in price or service quality among different types of traffic or different
providers or users, unless that provider is able to prove such discrimination is
necessary for “reasonable” network management.
6. Subject to reasonable network management, a provider of broadband Internet access
service must disclose such information concerning network management and other
practices as is reasonably required for users and content, application, and service
providers to enjoy the protections specified in this part.23 This “transparency rule” allows
all of the public (especially content, application, and service providers, users, the FCC,
and other parties) to review and understand the policies of ISPs. Those parties can then
bring enforcement actions if it appears the policies are in violation of any of the FCC’s
rules.
The nondiscrimination rule, which is similar to what the FCC recommended in its 2007 Notice of
Inquiry, is most relevant to the net neutrality debate. This rule would prohibit a broadband ISP
from discriminating against, or in favor of, any content, application, or service, subject to
“reasonable network management” (explained below).24 The FCC notes that the nondiscrimination
rule prevents an ISP from “charg[ing] a content, application, or service provider for enhanced or
prioritized access to the subscribers of the broadband ISP.”25 However, the rule “would not prevent
a broadband Internet access service provider from charging subscribers different prices for
different services.”26
The nondiscrimination rule, like all the proposed net neutrality rules, would allow ISPs to engage in
“reasonable network management,” defined as “reasonable practices” by an ISP in order to: (i)
combat “effects of congestion” or “address quality‐of‐service concerns”; (ii) address “unwanted” or
“harmful” traffic; (iii) prevent transfer of unlawful content; or (iv) prevent unlawful transfer of
content.27 In an explanation of the first part of this definition, the FCC explains that what constitutes
“congestion” and “quality‐of‐service concerns” may vary depending on the situation, and the agency
gives several examples of what may qualify: temporarily limiting bandwidth usage of individual
users whose use is affecting other area users, or charging users based on actual bandwidth usage
rather than by a flat fee.28 The first example indicates that the FCC may allow ISPs to treat
individual users differently, as long as not on the basis of content and the treatment improves other
users’ connections.
Regarding the second part of the definition of “reasonable network management,” the FCC gives
three examples. The first two, blocking spam and malware (malicious traffic), seem to align more
closely with the “harmful traffic prong;” while the last example, “any traffic that a particular user
has requested be blocked,” seems to speak to a type of information unwanted by users.29 As to the
third part of the definition, the FCC clarifies that it covers not only illegal distribution but also
unlawful distribution of copyrighted material.30
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The FCC notes that the fourth part of the definition is meant to serve as a “catch‐all” prong;
specifically, it intends to give ISPs some flexibility to use “reasonable network management” to
respond to unanticipated changes in technology or broadband use.31 Finally, the regulation affirms
it does not modify or conflict with ISPs’ current legal obligations—for example, providers must still
allow for the needs of law enforcement, public safety, and national security.32
This is the net neutrality policy now on the table.
An Economic Framework
From an economic standpoint, the goal of federal government Internet policy should be to
maximize the net present value of the Internet. The Internet can be thought of as a collection of
productive economic assets: the
combination of the intellectual
property, physical capital, and
“Price discrimination” is an economic concept that occurs
human labor that has been and is
when a seller offers the same good to different consumers
devoted
to
building
and
at different prices based on the amount a consumer is
maintaining
the
physical
willing to pay. Currently, websites only pay to upload
structure and content that
information, not when their information is downloaded.
comprise
the
Internet.
Maximizing the net present
Price discrimination would allow ISPs to charge content
value—that is, the present value
providers different prices when the ISPs’ subscribers
of all net future flows of revenues
download information from content providers.
(or, more broadly, utility) derived
from the Internet—ensures that these resources are used in the most productive manner possible.
Ensuring an optimal level of investment and optimal allocation of those investments will maximize
the net present value of the Internet.
Both proponents and opponents of net neutrality employ economic arguments to advance their
positions. Unfortunately, the necessary data to precisely estimate the “value” of the Internet, or the
costs and benefits of net neutrality rules is not available.33 However, economic theory can be used
to estimate the impact of policy changes on the value of the Internet. On balance, because they best
align the incentives of private parties with optimal investment in the Internet, net neutrality rules
are likely to be economically justified.
Part One of this Report explains how the Internet—understood both as the physical infrastructure
as well as the content and information moving along that infrastructure—produces billions of
dollars of free value for the American public. These “positive externalities” lead to systematic
underinvestment in the Internet and may justify government intervention to overcome this market
failure and incentivize the optimal amount of investment in the Internet. Part Two discusses how
the core of the net neutrality debate is about a tradeoff of wealth: eliminating net neutrality would
allow ISPs to implement new technologies to institute pricing practices that would transfer wealth
from content providers to ISPs.
Part Three analyzes how this wealth transfer affects incentives to invest in different parts of the
Internet: giving more wealth to ISPs would allow them to use some of that revenue to make
additional investments in the Internet infrastructure; but that would come at the expense of
content providers, who would have less incentive to invest in Internet content. Further, most of the
additional revenue generated by ISPs’ widespread use of price discrimination or traffic
prioritization would compensate for ISPs’ past investments, and ISPs would probably transfer that
revenue to their shareholders rather than use it to investment in new broadband infrastructure.
Transferring wealth to ISPs in no way guarantees that ISPs would invest that wealth in Internet
infrastructure. It is also likely ISPs would not be able to perfectly price discriminate, leading to
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inefficiencies that would decrease the value of the Internet. Part Four explains how government can
correct the positive externalities in the Internet market by supporting different parts of the
Internet. It also discusses how
difficult it would be for
From an economic standpoint, the goal of FCC policy
government to subsidize Internet
should be to maximize the net present value of the
content providers compared to
Internet: the combined value of the Internet infrastructure
how easy it would be for
and the content that flows to end-users.
government to subsidize Internet
infrastructure.

This Report concludes that, all things considered, enshrining

Part Five turns to the issue of
net neutrality as law would likely lead to a higher value
“prioritization” pricing schemes,
of the Internet.
such as “fast lane” architecture.
Like price discrimination, these
prioritization schemes would result in underinvestment in many forms of Internet content. While
some content providers may see net benefits from this type of architecture, forms of content that
are not easily monetized would be especially harmed by the creation of a fee‐based fast lane access
to ISP customers.
Overall, net neutrality maximizes the value of the Internet. Opponents of net neutrality do have
legitimate goals, but those goals can be accomplished more efficiently through other government
policies that do not harm the functioning of the network on which so much of our economy relies. If
policymakers’ overall objective is to protect the current structure of the Internet while increasing
broadband penetration and speed, the most beneficial policy proposal would be to enshrine net
neutrality in the law to protect content providers while creating separate government programs to
directly support expansion of the physical Internet infrastructure.
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Part One
Positive Externalities: The Hidden Value of the Internet

In a perfect world, markets would always be efficient. In the real world, however, there are many
types of “market failures” that prevent the allocation of scare social resources to where they would
create the highest value. In such cases, government must sometimes step in to recalibrate and level
the playing field, generating economic benefits for society.
This Part explains the structure of the Internet and how that structure generates “positive
externalities,” a particular kind of market failure. These positive externalities create a market in
which producers are not fully compensated for the benefits their goods create. As a consequence,
producers will end up underproviding the good—production therefore falls below what would be
socially optimal.

A. The Internet Structure
The Internet can be thought of as two complementary goods: infrastructure and content. Internet
infrastructure includes the broadband lines that run across the country (and the world), connecting
users and content providers to ISPs, ISPs to other ISPs, ISPs to backbone companies, and backbone
companies to each other. It also includes the satellite and cellular towers that provide wireless
Internet; the ISPs’ “points of presence” (the end of the ISPs’ networks); the millions of computers,
cell phones, televisions, servers, and other pieces of hardware connected to the network; and the
telephone lines over which some users connect to the Internet. Internet content, on the other hand,
includes all the information, websites, blogs, videos, applications, software, et cetera found on the
worldwide web.
Internet subscribers obtain information and experiences from websites, applications, and other
content types. This information (Internet content) provides some value to the Internet user.
Because of the nature of information, it can often be shared for free. For example, a user can read an
entry on broadband policy on a content provider like Wikipedia’s website and then share that
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information with someone else. This secondary sharing is an important piece of the Internet’s value
to society. Internet subscribers clearly receive a great deal of benefit from content and applications
that run over the network, but people also enjoy informational benefits from others’ use of the
Internet. In addition, the more people accessing, using, and adding information to the network, the
more valuable a connection to the network becomes for everyone.
Network access (Internet infrastructure) is also an important input for a great variety of industries,
so high quality Internet access is critically important to the economy as a whole.34 In addition to a
large consumer market for Internet access, the largest and fastest growing sectors of the United
States economy use Internet access as an input into their production processes and to deliver
information to their users. Service sectors—including educational services; professional and
business services; and finance, insurance, and real estate industries—use Internet access to provide
information in a timely manner to both employees and customers. The ability to communicate
quickly and flexibly over the Internet is at the heart of the U.S. economy’s structure.
Figure 1 provides a simple representation of the structure of the Internet:

Figure 1

On the left side of the diagram are content providers who upload their applications and websites
onto the Internet via a transit provider. Content providers pay a fee to the transit provider—often
an Internet Service Provider (ISP), but it could be any of a variety of types of companies that sell
access to the Internet. This is typically the only fee that content providers pay to access the Internet
and Internet subscribers. ISPs, which provide services to both content providers and end‐users,
connect their private networks to the Internet backbone in the center of the figure. The connections
between an ISP’s Internet access point and its subscribers’ computers constitute a privately owned
subnetwork: the ISP owns and operates this network, which is often referred to as the “last mile” of
the Internet, connecting the network to individuals.
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The last mile is at the heart of the net neutrality debate. The cost of building a last mile network is
extremely high and is often borne entirely by the ISP that constructs the network. Building this type
of network requires ISPs to build physical or wireless connections between their Internet access
point and each subscriber’s household or business. This last mile network is the ISP’s most valuable
asset.35 The ISP’s router acts as a “gate” from the larger Internet network to its private last mile
network.
ISPs connect from their networks to Network Access Points (“NAPs”), which connect different ISPs’
networks to each other. The NAPs around the world are connected to each other through the
backbone infrastructure, creating the Internet. Internet backbone companies own this
infrastructure, which moves data between different NAPs. Common examples of Internet backbone
companies are Level 3, Qwest, Tata Telecom and Reliance Communication—they deal in the
business‐to‐business market and typically do not market themselves to the public. While not all
household names, they provide the crucial service of connecting ISPs across the country. Together,
these players make up “the Internet.”36

B. Internet Market Inefficiency
Critics of net neutrality sometimes argue that there is no role for government in the Internet
market. In general, it is true that market mechanisms tend to be the best tool for determining the
optimal level of investment, the best prices, and the correct quantity of available goods. Opponents
of net neutrality argue that, because net neutrality involves government intervention in the market,
it “could substantially reduce investment incentives, distort innovation, and ultimately harm
[users].”37 They argue that creating rules that govern how ISPs manage their network could reduce
the functionality of the Internet.
ISPs would like the ability to
An “efficient market” maximizes total surplus—together
manage traffic on their networks
buyers and sellers reap the maximum amount of surplus
in any way they see fit, and they
from the market. By maximizing total surplus, the market
fear
that
net
neutrality
achieves the greatest possible benefit to society in the
regulations would tie their hands
aggregate.
from doing so.
Opponents also claim that
Efficiency does not determine the distribution of surplus.
limiting ISPs’ ability to charge
content providers and application
programmers for access to the
ISPs’ subscribers decreases the incentives to invest in the network. If ISPs are limited in their ability
to earn revenue from their investment in network infrastructure, then they would have less
incentive to invest. In turn, ISPs’ underinvestment in building network infrastructure could starve
the Internet for the bandwidth necessary to provide the new voice, video, and other technologies
currently being deployed on the Internet.
Some also fear that the government cannot respond to the quickly changing technological
developments and reshape regulation to new Internet developments. The government has a
decidedly mixed history in imposing price regulation, and the Internet is a crucial component for
many industries in the United States economy. For this reason they argue that regulating ISPs and
the Internet more generally is simply too risky.
However, all these arguments fail to grapple with the fundamental fact that the Internet does not
function like a theoretical market: due to its network structure and the ability of users to transfer
knowledge for free to nonusers, the Internet creates pervasive positive externalities that
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systematically reduce incentives to invest. In these circumstances, well‐designed government
policy may be warranted to correct this market failure.
Market Efficiency Theory
In theory, markets should reach the point of efficiency on their own. A market generates economic
benefits when a consumer and supplier voluntarily enter into a transaction. A “reservation price” is
the highest price a consumer is willing to pay, and the lowest a supplier is willing to accept. The
market price is, by definition, lower than the consumer’s reservation prices and higher than the
supplier’s reservation price.
The difference between the reservation prices of the seller and buyer and the actual price is called
an “economic surplus.” A consumer willing to pay $10 for a good, who actually pays $5, sees an
economic surplus of $5. Total economic surplus represents the benefit to both the consumer
(consumer surplus) and producer (producer surplus) of entering into this transaction.
To be efficient, a market must maximize total surplus. Notably, efficiency does not determine the
distribution of surplus; there are efficient markets, for example, in which consumers receive the
entire economic surplus. However, as explained in Part Two, the debate about net neutrality
revolves around how the benefits of Internet access should be allocated between consumers (here,
content providers who
consume access to Internet
Figure 2
end‐users) and producers
(ISPs that generate access to
Internet end‐users).
Access to information on the
Internet generates large
benefits for both end‐users
and content providers. Each
time a consumer uses the
Internet to explore content
or use an application, there
is a potential for economic
surplus to accrue. For
example, an Internet user
may find out about a sale on
a store’s website, allowing
the user to save money on a
purchase and the company
to earn an extra customer.
Both the user and store
receive a benefit from this
transaction.
The traditional supply‐and‐
demand graph illustrates
how markets generate and
distribute economic surplus and reach optimal levels of production. Figure 2 compares demand and
supply. The intersection of the supply and demand curves determines both the market price and
the quantity of production of the good. In the absence of market failure, this price will generate the
largest possible economic benefits from buying and selling this product. The blue triangle
represents consumer surplus—the benefits to consumers from participating in the market. The red
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triangle represents producer surplus—the benefits that accrue for producers from participating in
the market. At the optimal price and quantity, the combined area of the two triangles is maximized,
creating the maximum combined surplus.
The Internet access market
should generate surpluses
for both Internet users and
Internet Service Providers
in this same way. If the
market
is
functioning
properly, the price for
Internet
access
will
maximize the total surplus
and distribute that surplus
between producers and
consumers. If the market
price rises above the
efficient
level,
some
customers will be priced out
of the market, eliminating
their consumer surplus.

Figure 3

Figure 3 shows what
happens if prices are out of
equilibrium. In this example,
some users would no longer
purchase Internet access,
and
consumer
surplus
would shrink to the area of
the blue triangle. The grey
triangle represents the lost surplus under the new pricing plan, and the wealth in this area is lost to
both Internet users and ISPs. It is this loss that economists seek to avoid by encouraging the use of
markets, instead of governments, to set prices.
The impact of the increase in price on producer surplus is unclear. Producers lose part of the area of
the grey triangle, but gain an increase in the size of red polygon from the increase in price. This
surplus increase may more than offset the decrease from a reduced number of users. In that case,
ISPs can even benefit from a price increase that reduces the overall surplus generated by the
market.
Market Failures & Inefficiencies
The Internet market is not efficient for two primary reasons: informational externalities and
network externalities. “Externalities” occur when the purchase of market goods leads to benefits or
costs that are not captured by the original buyer or seller. In other words, the transaction produces
effects that are external to the market. This is a type of market failure that leads to inefficient
market outcomes.
Pollution from a smokestack is a famous example of an externality. When power plants burn coal to
generate electricity, they also generate smoke laden with pollutants. That smoke falls far away from
the power plant and causes health problems, reduced visibility, and acid rain. The individuals
harmed by these negative outcomes are not compensated by the power plant that profits from the
sale of electricity or by the buyers who benefit from their use of electricity. The costs of those
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damages are external to the market, and so the power generator does not take those damages into
account when making their business decisions. This is an example of a negative externality that
imposes costs not captured by the market. Markets tend to overprovide goods with negative
externalities because the external damages are not considered by the producer when making its
output and price decisions. If the electricity generator were considering all the damages caused by
its emissions, it would produce less electricity and correspondingly less pollution.
Positive externalities are the opposite—in these cases, there is some positive effect from the good
that is not captured by market participants, either consumers or producers. Markets generally tend
to underprovide goods that create positive externalities. Figure 4 illustrates the impact of a positive
externality on a supply‐and‐demand framework. The external benefit does not affect the supply
curve, but it splits the
demand curve into two.
Figure 4
One
demand
curve
represents
the
private
benefits, and the other
demand curve includes both
the private benefits and the
external
benefits.
The
distance between the two
demand curves marks the
size of the externality. The
market equilibrium is where
the supply curve crosses the
private demand curve; but
the optimal outcome from
society’s perspective occurs
where the supply curve
crosses the social demand
curve. The market provides
too low a quantity and
charges too low a price
relative to the social
optimum. In this way,
externalities result in an
inefficient market, creating
the
opportunity
for
government intervention to
increase total surplus.
Network Externalities
The Internet market exhibits a network externality—also called the “network effect.” This effect
occurs when the value of a good or service increases as other users purchase the same good or
service.38 A telephone is an example of a good that exhibits network effects: a single person who
purchases a phone does not reap benefits unless other users buy telephones and use them to
complete calls.
The network effect is conceptually similar to “economies of scale,” in which the costs of producing a
good decrease with output. Typically, marginal costs increase with production—the more goods
produced, the greater the additional cost to create each unit. Goods with economies of scale exhibit
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the opposite trend: as more units are produced, marginal costs go down. Industries that have high
overhead costs and low unit costs of production tend to exhibit economies of scale. For example,
provisioning of tap water and automobile production are both industries that exhibit strong
economies of scale. Economies of scale, however, occur on the production side of the market; the
network effect acts on the demand side of the market.
Network effects cause the value of a network to increase with the number of connections in the
network. That means the Internet becomes more valuable to each user as additional users are
added. This phenomenon occurs in part because Internet users are also content creators. Few
people can program Java apps, but many Internet users comment on news stories, send emails to
listservs, and post items to Craigslist and eBay. The structure of the Internet makes it fairly easy for
each consumer to generate content that other users will find valuable.
If a potential user does not connect to the Internet because she does not find enough valuable
information on it, the value of connecting to the Internet is reduced for everyone. Individual
websites, such as eBay and Craigslist, also benefit from the network effect—as their number of
users increase, their websites becomes more valuable to users, creating a positive feedback loop. If
eBay had a single user, it could not function. The more users who join the site as buyers, the more
sellers are attracted to the site to place their goods. Similarly, as more sellers join the site, potential
buyers know they are more likely to find the items they seek, and the site becomes more attractive
from a buyer’s perspective. As more users of either type join the site, it becomes a better resource
for all users.
These powerful feedback loops characterize networks and make competing against existing
networks particularly difficult. For example, America Online famously built a closed network for
their America Online Instant Messaging service (AIM), which allowed users to communicate in real
time only with other AOL customers.39 By closing its network, AOL reduced the value of AIM to their
own
users
and
also
decreased the value of
competitors’ chat networks
Figure 5
(such as those of Yahoo and
Microsoft).
These effects can also make
networks
extremely
valuable and give existing
networks
a
built‐in
advantage over competitors.
An
upstart
company
attempting to develop an
Internet chat system or
online marketplace must
market itself widely to gain
the necessary number of
users to make its network
valuable to users. Existing
companies can rely on the
value of their network to
keep users satisfied and
encourage new users to join.
As networks expand, this
feedback system reinforces
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growth. However, as networks shrink, the same feedback system works in reverse.
As shown by Figure 5, the network effect causes an unusual demand curve. Demand curves indicate
how many buyers are willing to purchase a good at various prices. For a standard good, the demand
curve slopes downward; this is because for most goods, there are a small number of people willing
to pay a large amount to purchase the good and more people willing to pay successively smaller
prices.
The network effect demand curve starts somewhat lower than the standard demand curve because
without other people on the network the willingness of a consumer to purchase the good is lower.
Instead of sloping downward, the network effect demand curve slopes upward. This is because as
more people join the network, users’ “willingness‐to‐pay” for the good increases. At a certain point
the standard demand effect kicks in and additional end‐users are not willing to pay as much for
access to the network. At that point, the network effect demand curve also begins to slope
downward. The size of the hump
in the demand curve illustrates
The Internet market is not efficient. An “externality” is a
the strength of the network effect.
type of market failure which occurs when the purchase of
The higher the hump, the
goods leads to benefits or costs that are not captured by
stronger
the
network
the original buyer or seller.
externality—and the more a
government
must
consider
On the Internet, the ability to reuse, share, and expand on
network effects when considering
information is a positive externality to users.
policy in that market.
Because of the Internet’s network
effect—which causes a market
failure just like any externality—the Internet market will tend to underprovide content and
infrastructure relative to the socially optimal level. Given the strong relationship between the
Internet’s size and its value, any policy action that reduces the number of Internet subscribers or
the quantity of content on the Internet is likely to be damaging. FCC policy should take into account
the impacts of the network effect when estimating the impact of any policy on the value of the
Internet.
Information Externalities
The information on the Internet exhibits another positive externality because it can be spread for
free. Many types of information are “public goods,” meaning that they are both nonrival and non‐
exclusive. To be nonrival, an additional user of a good must not diminish the good’s value. A non‐
exclusive good is one that is difficult to prevent others from accessing. Clean air is a classic nonrival,
non‐exclusive public good, as everyone can enjoy clean air simultaneously without reducing its
value. In the case of information, complex intellectual property rights are sometimes needed to
ensure exclusivity, but there are many types of information for which these property rights do not
exist.
Information first gathered online by Internet users can be reconfigured and shared with others,
either on the Internet or through other forms of communication. When information is widely
shared, the content provider who originally provided the information and the ISP who made it
possible to access the information will not necessarily be compensated for any additional
information exchange. But those exchanges, as information is passed around, provide value to the
individuals who received the information. This is a well‐known phenomenon known as the
“information externality.”40 Because information providers are not fully compensated for the value
of the information they provide, the free market tends to undersupply information for the same
reasons described above when any type of positive externality occurs.
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The Effects of Externalities
Some observers of the Internet market rely on textbook economic theory that government
involvement in the market leads to inefficiencies.41 This argument is usually correct. As discussed
above, in the absence of market failure, the equilibrium market price will generate the optimal
amount of production and an overall efficient outcome. A well‐functioning market optimally sets
price and quantity of the good, and ensures that the sum of the producer and consumer surplus is
as large as possible. This economic theory generally argues that price regulation reduces the
efficiency of a market by constraining the behavior of sellers.42 Any government action in such a
market that changes the price or quantity of production will lead to inefficiency.43
In the case of a market that exhibits externalities, however, that argument no longer holds. The
presence of these two positive externalities ensures that the Internet market, left to its own devices,
will produce inefficient outcomes and underprovide both infrastructure and content. If the aim of
government policy is to maximize the value of the Internet, price regulation may be justified to
address the network and information externalities. The necessity of fully compensating content
providers for the informational benefits they provide to society and correcting the network effect is
well known, but there are few easy solutions. When the true value of this information is unknown,
the true value to society of
investments in content and the
The Internet does not function like a theoretical market.
infrastructure necessary to access
Due to its network structure and the ability of users to
that content are hidden. The
transfer knowledge for free to nonusers, the Internet
private benefits of investment in
creates pervasive positive externalities that systematically
the Internet are lower than the
reduce incentives to invest.
social benefit because the
network
and
information
In these circumstances, well-designed government policy
externalities make it impossible
may be warranted.
for Internet companies to receive
compensation for all the benefits
they provide. As long as these externalities are uncorrected, Internet content and infrastructure will
continue to be underprovided.
Economic literature suggests that markets with network effects that underprovide goods can be
corrected through government subsidization.44 The government may reduce the costs of entering a
network for early adopters to encourage entry into the network. In effect, because the early
adopters produce positive externalities, the government compensates them for participating in the
network, either directly through transfer payments or through some other mechanism. This can
overcome the “chicken and egg” problem facing goods that exhibit a network effect: they cannot
gain users unless they become more valuable, but they cannot become more valuable unless they
gain more users. Government assistance for early adoption can help networks reach a sufficient size
to attract new subscribers independently.
Supporters of price discrimination argue that because Internet service provision is a two‐sided
market, ISPs should be able to charge both sides of that market: charge users for access to the
Internet and charge content providers for access to users.45 However, in two‐sided markets with
network effects and other positive externalities, it may be the case that both sides of the market
should be subsidized rather than charged.
If FCC policy can respond to the externalities in the Internet market, it will increase the value of the
Internet to society as a whole. A beneficial government policy to correct the under‐provision of
such vital goods should bring the market back to the correct equilibrium by incentivizing market
players to provide both more content and more infrastructure. In the following discussions, this
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Report describes a proposed policy that can do just that—through a combination of direct subsidies
for Internet infrastructure, and net neutrality to protect the surplus for content providers. Taken
together, these measures correct for at least some of the positive externalities associated with the
Internet by raising the overall level of investment compared to an unregulated market.
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Part Two
The Net Neutrality Wealth Tradeoff:
Content Providers and Internet Service Providers

The government’s choice of whether to adopt a net neutrality framework will have serious
consequences for how the economic surplus from the Internet market is distributed between
content providers and ISPs. In our current de facto system of net neutrality, content providers enjoy
large portions of the surplus, and thus, receive increased revenue and rates of return on
investment. If we were to change over to a system of price discrimination, revenue currently in the
hands of content providers would be transferred into the hands of ISPs. Currently, ISPs do not
charge content providers to reach the ISPs’ subscribers. Under a system of price discrimination,
ISPs would begin charging content providers to reach their subscribers and could charge different
content providers different amounts—either for the same service or for priority service (namely, a
faster connection to subscribers). Because content providers would have to pay ISPs for this
service, part of the revenue generated by content providers would be transferred to ISPs. This
wealth transfer will put more money in the hands of ISPs, increasing the rate of return on
infrastructure investment, but lowering the rate of return on content investment.
The choice of government policy will dictate who keeps what portion of the revenues generated in
the Internet market. Who receives this surplus does not necessarily affect the efficiency of the
market. However, in the context of the Internet, this distributional question—in combination with
both the positive externalities produced by both content providers and ISPs (explained in Part One)
and the relative difficulty of directly subsidizing content providers versus ISPs (explored in Part
Four)—can have important efficiency implications.
This Part will first discuss the current pricing structure that exists under the de facto net neutrality
regime and will explain how new technologies have allowed new pricing models. It will also
describe in more detail the concept of price discrimination and how it can be used to effectuate a
wealth transfer from content providers to ISPs. As explored in Part Three, who “wins” this tug‐of‐
war over economic surplus will have important consequences for incentives to invest in different
parts of the Internet.
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A.

Current Internet Pricing

There are many different forms of pricing involved in the Internet market: users pay ISPs; content
providers pay ISPs or backbone companies; ISPs pay each other; ISPs pay backbone companies; and
backbone companies pay each other. The net neutrality debate most directly affects the prices that
ISPs charge content providers to use the ISPs’ last mile (broadband lines that connect to the ISPs’
subscribers).
Everyone, from single users to large companies like Google, must pay for access to the Internet.
Currently, all subscribers (including Internet users, content providers, and businesses) pay to
connect to the Internet usually using ISPs’ broadband networks. Household fees are typically
structured as a monthly charge for unlimited access to the Internet. Large businesses typically pay
fees based on the quantity of data they upload and download from the network.46 Internet content
providers contract with ISPs or backbone companies based on the quantity of data uploaded. The
market for uploading content is relatively competitive; there are multiple backbone companies and
content providers can choose between ISPs and backbone companies.47
The question of exactly how much large content‐providing companies pay is difficult to answer.
Google, for example, does not publish how much it pays for bandwidth.48 As explained in Figure 1,
in the current de facto net neutrality regime, content providers pay on the upload (they enter into
agreements with ISPs to use their broadband network to upload data from their servers to the
network), but they do not pay on the download to users (they do not pay ISPs that own the
broadband down to everyday Internet users). ISPs could conceivably charge every content provider
the same price for access to their network without falling afoul of the FCC’s anti‐discrimination
regulation. If the ISPs were forced to charge a single price to all content providers, they would likely
choose not to charge any price at all because of the large number of Internet content providers who
would find the transaction costs and price of accessing an ISP’s network prohibitively high.49 Any
positive price would likely reduce the amount of content on the network, frustrating Internet users
and reducing ISPs’ revenue from their primary customers, Internet end‐users.
The current pricing scheme has raised concerns that content providers are taking advantage of
ISPs’ “property for free.”50 For example, when AT&T’s then‐Chief Executive Officer Edward
Whitacre was asked about Google, Microsoft Network News, and Vonage, he stated:
What they would like to do is use my pipes [for] free, but I ain't going to let them do that
because we have spent this capital and we have to have a return on it. So there's going to
have to be some mechanism for these people who use these pipes to pay for the portion
they're using. Why should they be allowed to use my pipes?51
In fact, however, as explained above, Google, Microsoft News, and Vonage all pay AT&T if they use
its lines to connect to the Internet (if they do not pay AT&T, then they must pay whichever ISP or
backbone company they choose to provide them this service). These websites do not pay to use
AT&T’s lines connecting from the Internet to AT&T’s subscribers—the subscribers pay for their
connections. As explained in the next section, ISPs now have technology that would allow them to
change this pricing structure and actually charge content providers both on the way in and the way
out.
In addition to the pricing between ISPs and users, there is also a pricing mechanism among ISPs.
Networks pay one another for the data traffic they pass to each other.52 For example, if an AT&T‐
owned network passes 2 terabytes53 of data to a Verizon‐owned network and the Verizon network
only passes 1.5 terabytes of data back, then Verizon will pay AT&T for the additional 0.5 terabyte of
data that they passed onto the AT&T network. This same pricing technique is used between ISPs
and backbone companies and among backbone companies.54
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B.

New Pricing Models

The main technology that gives broadband providers the ability to price discriminate is Deep
Packet Inspection (DPI) technology, which was introduced only in the last decade. Information that
passes through the Internet consists of units of information called “packets.” These packets are
comprised of a “header,” which contains processing information (such as the source and destination
address), and a “data field,” which contains all other information.55
Before DPI, networks processed packets using header information, as that field is instrumental in
getting information to the correct destination. ISPs were thus unable to determine the source
applications of the various packets that traveled over their networks. DPI changes all of this by
enabling broadband providers to monitor the data field, including the source, of all incoming and
outgoing packets in real time.56
DPI has several security uses. For instance, it is particularly useful for preventing “denial of service”
attacks (where hackers flood a website or computer with packets of information in an effort to slow
or crash the site) because it can stop these attacks close to the source rather than at the endpoint.57
DPI can also identify worms and other specific viruses and prevent them from infecting the
network; Comcast plans to use DPI to help customers fight such problems.58 DPI even helps in the
areas of law enforcement and national security. For example, network‐based DPI provides the
means for telephone providers to abide by U.S. law, which requires them to be able to provide call
records or call tapping to law enforcement officials.59 Additionally, DPI allows governments to
develop techniques critical to the development of cyber security or cyber espionage.60 DPI can also
be used to target advertising directly to users, which arguably should pose no privacy issues so long
as the practice is disclosed and done with the permission of those affected.61 However, prior
attempts at targeted advertising through DPI were abandoned due to public privacy concerns.62
If an ISP can use DPI to identify and subsequently affect the transfer of individual packets in real
time, then it functionally has the power to discriminate based on content, source, or both. When
discriminating based on origination, an ISP could use DPI to identify the origination of a particular
packet sent over its network, and could then charge different content providers different prices to
send their information over its broadband lines and reach its subscribers. An ISP could also tag
packets for prioritized (i.e., faster) treatment or block the packets altogether, based on what the
packets contain or which application sent them.63
Technologically, this means that ISPs could put packets from YouTube on a fast lane, put packets
from Yahoo on the slow lane, and charge YouTube more for this fast lane treatment. Or, ISPs could
charge YouTube nothing for this fast lane treatment. An ISP could also charge YouTube more for its
packets than it charges Yahoo to be on the exact same lane of traffic to reach its subscribers; or it
could simply refuse to carry packets from Yahoo to its users, yet carry YouTube’s packets for a
higher price.64
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Alternatively, an ISP could use DPI to identify the type of packet sent over its network and
discriminate based on content or application. For example, an ISP like Time Warner could charge
content providers more for videos than for standard website pages to reach subscribers. It could
also place videos on the fast lane, and standard web pages on the slow lane. This would mean that a
company like Time Warner could
charge a content provider like
“Willingness-to-pay” is an economic concept that values is
YouTube to place its packets in
the maximum amount a buyer would be willing to pay,
the fast lane, but not offer fast
sacrifice, or exchange for a good.
lane service to the text and
images on Wikipedia. Or, a Time
The difference between a consumer’s willingness-to-pay
Warner could charge content
and the actual price paid is the “consumer surplus” that is
providers more to send Peer‐to
gained from the transaction.
65
over
Peer (“P2P”) applications
its last mile than other
applications.
The FCC’s nondiscrimination rule would prohibit an ISP from treating any content, application, or
service in a “discriminatory” manner, subject to reasonable network management. This clearly bans
pure price discrimination (charging different content providers different prices to access their
subscribers). The regulation also bans ISPs from offering content providers a “take it or leave it”
offer on access to their users. For example, an ISP like Verizon could not charge a website of a
company like The New York Times a certain price for access to its subscribers by threatening to
block the website from its network and therefore from its Internet subscribers.
Some ISPs are currently using Deep Packet Inspection in network management; however, none are
known to be using the technology to price discriminate. In 2007, Comcast used DPI to identify P2P
uploads (by determining their origination from other users) and terminate them.66 However, the
FCC subsequently found that Comcast’s actions violated its policy, and Comcast can no longer use
DPI in this manner.67 Also, Cox Communications has explored the use of DPI to identify the type of
packets sent over its network and prioritize time‐sensitive packets over “non‐time‐sensitive”
ones;68 this arguably violates nondiscrimination principles because Cox is “inserting its own value
judgment [about the content] in place of a user’s judgment.”69 Although Cox eventually decided not
to implement this policy,70 Primus Telecommunications has announced a similar strategy outside
the United States.71 Some ISPs have already implemented DPI in router hardware on their
network,72 and several companies are currently offering DPI services to United States ISPs.73
Thus, with DPI comes the ability of ISPs to institute price discrimination and prioritization pricing
models: ISPs can now charge different content providers different prices to use the ISP’s last mile.
The availability of DPI has added immediacy to the net neutrality debate.

C.

Price Discrimination Effectuates a Wealth Transfer

New technologies like Deep Packet Inspection will enable price discrimination. “Price
discrimination” is an economic concept that occurs when a seller offers the same good to different
users at different prices based on the amount a consumer is willing to pay for a particular good, or
willingness‐to‐pay.
Price discrimination is not inherently bad. In its pure form, it simply represents a transfer of
economic surplus and would not reduce overall surplus. For example, the processes of “bargaining”
at a crafts market may lead to price discrimination as sellers attempt to guess the reservation price
of buyers and refuse to sell at much below that price. If the sellers are good at their jobs, the same
number of crafts is sold, but users walk away with less surplus and the sellers walk away with more
surplus.
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In theory, price discrimination can only exist in markets with monopolies (one seller) or oligopolies
(a handful of sellers), or in markets where resale is impossible, such as medical services.74 This is
because these types of markets avoid the “arbitrage” opportunities that can be created by attempts
to price discriminate. In a theoretical market, if sellers price discriminate (with perfect information,
no transaction costs, and no prohibition on re‐sale), individuals would engage in arbitrage. The
moment the seller attempts to sell the good at a higher price, buyers who purchased the good at a
lower price would resell the good to the new buyers at a price slightly lower than that offered by
the seller. This arbitrage would prevent sellers from selling at the higher price, and sellers would
eventually price the good at a consistent level in both markets to prevent arbitrage.75
However, in markets where buyers cannot simply become sellers and begin selling the product,
arbitrage cannot occur and price discrimination can exist. As will be explained in Part Three, local
Internet
service
provision
markets
are
often
local
The availability of new technology called Deep Packet
oligopolies and resale of Internet
Inspection allows ISPs to determine more information
access is difficult—therefore
about the content that flows over the Internet.
allowing for price discrimination.
So long as resale involves
Previously impossible, ISPs could now charge different
transaction costs, a limited degree
content providers different prices to reach broadband
of price discrimination can occur
subscribers, which could have a tremendous impact on how
even in fairly competitive retail or
the benefits created by the Internet are distributed.
industrial markets.76 For example,
in the hotel industry, some
customers pay higher prices than other customers for exactly the same hotel room. By charging a
higher price to consumers with a higher willingness‐to‐pay for rooms (as determined by later date
of purchase or the search method used by customers), the hotel can increase revenue. Suppliers
also practice price discrimination when it costs more to supply one customer than another, yet the
supplier charges both the same price. For example, all‐you‐can‐eat buffets typically charge a single
price to every consumer who purchases a meal. Some of those consumers eat larger portions and
thus cost more to serve than customers who eat smaller meals. By charging each person the same
price the restaurant hopes the small‐portion customers will subsidize the large‐portion customers
and maintain the profits of this pricing scheme.
In the case of Internet policy, ISPs wish to begin price discriminating so they may charge content
providers fees for a service they are currently providing but not charging for—access to their
subscribers. Content providers would need to enter into contracts with each individual ISP to reach
that ISP’s subscribers. Some websites (such as Yahoo, Facebook, and YouTube) derive a great deal
of benefit from accessing Internet users. The price these websites pay ISPs to upload information
onto the Internet is far below their willingness‐to‐pay for access to Internet users, meaning they
extract a great deal of benefit (i.e., “surplus”) from the transaction, and they would pay more if
needed. Other websites generate very little revenue (such as personal blogs, academic sites, and
niche message boards), and those content providers may not be willing to pay much more than
their current upload fees to access Internet users.
Without price discrimination, it is impossible to charge the large, revenue‐generating websites
differently than the personal blogs and academic sites that generate little revenue, and ISPs
therefore do not charge for access to their subscribers. By not charging websites to access
subscribers, ISPs are not tapping into content providers’ full willingness‐to‐pay. Some large
websites benefit by paying the single market price when in fact they would be willing to pay much
more.77 This generates a benefit (i.e., a “consumer surplus”) for almost all content providers.78
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If ISPs were allowed to charge different websites different prices to access their subscribers,
content providers might have to pay a price closer to their full willingness‐to‐pay to access users.
That is, by charging content providers the full amount they would be willing to pay to access
subscribers, ISPs would be able to extract all the economic benefits from the transaction. As will be
explained in Part Three, the process of charging each content provider exactly its willingness‐to‐
pay is extremely delicate and difficult, and ISPs may not always be able to decipher a content
provider’s exact willingness‐to‐pay. The difference in willingness‐to‐pay across groups is a
necessary condition for price discrimination, but alone it is insufficient to allow price
discrimination.
DPI technology is the final component, making Internet market segmentation possible and
therefore allowing price discrimination. DPI makes it possible for ISPs to identify the source and
type of packets traveling over their network, and to treat them differently for pricing purposes. By
using DPI to charge content providers their willingness‐to‐pay to access subscribers, and thereby
extract surplus from content providers, ISPs would be able to transfer surplus from content
providers to themselves. This would amount to a significant “wealth transfer” in the Internet
market—a transfer of surplus from Internet content providers to Internet Service Providers.
Ending the de facto net neutrality regime could force every content provider to pay each ISP to
access the ISP’s broadband subscribers. Content providers would then need to use part of their
revenue to pay ISPs for access to subscribers.
Ultimately, there is a zero‐sum game between surplus for ISPs and surplus for content providers.
While surplus can grow with investment, at some point the ISPs and the content providers have to
split the surplus that exists.
Because the surplus is finite,
Figure 6
how it is distributed will
determine winners and
losers. Thus, while price
discrimination can create
more wealth for ISPs, it
would decrease wealth for
content providers. This
would shift revenue from
content providers to ISPs for
the foreseeable future. On
the other hand, the current
de facto net neutrality
system distributes wealth in
favor of content providers,
and the FCC rules would
continue this distribution.
Figure 6 demonstrates a
transfer of wealth through
price discrimination. In the
standard market graph
(similar to Figure 2) the
consumer and producer
surplus are divided by the
price line. That graph
represents the distribution of surplus for a single market price. If producers are able to charge each
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consumer exactly their willingness‐to‐pay, they can extract the entire surplus from the market. This
leaves the consumer with no surplus and the producer with the red triangle of surplus.
From a purely economic perspective, wealth transfers (distributions of surplus between market
players) are considered neutral from an efficiency standpoint; market efficiency is only concerned
with the amount of surplus generated by all market players.79 In Figure 6, the quantity in the
market equilibrium are unaffected by the wealth transfer, so that the market is still efficient and
represents an optimal allocation of social resources. As long as the Internet information market
produces the maximum possible level of economic surplus (defined as the sum of the producer and
consumer surplus), then the market will be efficient. There is no reason to think a priori that the
wealth should remain in the hands of the content providers as opposed to in the hands of the ISPs.
While they do not necessarily affect efficiency, wealth transfers are not irrelevant to policy
debates—for example, there are important normative implications of wealth transfers from low‐
income people to higher‐income
people. In the case of the Internet,
At its heart, net neutrality regulation is about who will get
there is no obvious normative
more surplus from the Internet market. Enforcing net
problem with a wealth transfer
neutrality keeps the surplus in the hands of the content
from content providers to ISPs.
providers. Eliminating it transfers the surplus to ISPs.
However, as will be discussed
below, the wealth transfer
Changing wealth distribution will affect the abilities and
enabled by price discrimination
incentives of the respective market players to invest in the
may exacerbate existing market
portions of the Internet they own.
failures and affect long‐term
incentives to invest in the market
in a way that reduces surplus. Therefore, a comprehensive analysis of any policy should examine its
effect on wealth distribution.
At its heart, net neutrality regulation is about who will get more surplus from the Internet market.
Retaining net neutrality would keep more surplus in the hands of the content providers, and
eliminating it would transfer some surplus into the hands of the ISPs. Changing wealth distribution
would affect the ability and incentive of the respective market players to invest in the portions of
the Internet they own. As will be explained in Part Three, allowing price discrimination would
reduce the content providers’ incentive to invest in the part of the Internet they own (content),
while ISPs may have more incentive to invest in Internet infrastructure (the part of the Internet
they own). This alignment of incentives would ultimately cause a problem because both content
and infrastructure are subject to positive externalities. Thus, wealth transfers away from either are
problematic because they would magnify already existing underinvestment. However, as will be
discussed in Part Four, it is far easier for the government to make up the shortfall for infrastructure
investment; protecting content providers’ current surplus is the best policy option given the
structure of the Internet market and the difficulty of directly subsidizing the creation of content.
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Part Three
The Problem with Price Discrimination

Wealth transfers theoretically do not affect market efficiency. Nonetheless, there are several
reasons the government should prefer to avoid a wealth transfer from content providers to ISPs in
the Internet market. While the transfer of wealth may increase ISPs’ ability and incentive to invest
in creating new and stronger broadband lines (the Internet’s infrastructure), it would decrease
content providers’ ability and incentive to invest in creating more information and websites on the
Internet (the Internet’s content).
Investments in both content and infrastructure are crucial if we wish to continue to grow the
Internet, an important input into many industries vital to our economy—not to mention its
importance to political participation, education, and the free exchange of information and ideas.
Price discrimination would create a policy that incentivizes market investment in infrastructure at
the expense of investment in content. To avoid underinvestment, the government would need to
directly subsidize Internet content, but as will be explained in Part Four, content subsidization is an
extremely difficult undertaking for a government, and the United States has had only limited
success in this arena. Further, allowing ISPs to price discriminate does not ensure that ISPs will take
the additional revenue and invest it back in the Internet infrastructure. In fact, much of the
additional surplus would compensate for past decisions; only a small portion will incentivize future
investments.
Further, perfect price discrimination is unlikely in the real world because it requires a company to
know consumer preferences at a level of detail that is difficult to actually achieve. If ISPs
imperfectly price discriminate, they will create inefficiencies in the Internet market, lowering the
total surplus of the market and decreasing the value of the Internet.

A.

Price Discrimination Will Alter Investment Incentives

Supporters of price discrimination argue that it will allow ISPs to collect more revenue, and
therefore allow ISPs to invest in the Internet infrastructure, which they own. Although this is likely
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true, supporters of price discrimination miss two key points. First, because the surplus generated
by the Internet market is finite (as explained in Part Two), if more surplus were distributed to ISPs,
ISPs would have more money to invest in infrastructure but content providers would have less
money to invest in content. Second, price discrimination is an extremely inefficient tool to use to
increase investment in Internet infrastructure. Price discrimination would mainly reward ISPs for
past investment, as opposed to incentivizing future investment in infrastructure.
Increased Infrastructure Investment
As explained in Part One, there are two complementary goods that make up the Internet:
infrastructure and content. For the most part, investments in these goods are made by several
distinct groups of market players. ISPs, who own the broadband lines and most of Internet
infrastructure, take part of their revenue (or raise capital) and invest in their infrastructure—for
example, by expanding their broadband lines to new areas or increasing their speed. Content
providers, who create websites and applications on the Internet, take part of their revenue (or raise
capital) and invest back in their content—for example, by adding new information to their
websites, creating new sites, creating new applications, or increasing the speed of current
applications.
Supporters of price discrim‐
There is a tradeoff between investment in content and
ination argue that if ISPs are able
investment in infrastructure. Price discrimination would
to charge content providers for
increase incentives to invest in infrastructure, but reduce
access to the ISPs’ subscribers,
returns for investment in content.
they would use that additional
revenue to invest in their own
It is vital to generate incentives to invest in both
networks. By directing revenue
infrastructure and content to overcome the market failure
from content providers to ISPs, a
of positive externalities.
price discrimination policy would
increase investment in the hard‐
wiring of the Internet and increase the adoption and quality of broadband in the United States.
Increasing an ISP’s rate of return on its investment in broadband lines by increasing the revenue
earned on these existing lines would increase incentives to invest more in these lines.
If ISPs use their additional revenue to build out their broadband and wireless networks, the
benefits to the U.S. economy could be substantial. The World Bank estimates that every 10%
increase in broadband penetration in a developed country increases economic growth by 1.2%.80
This is relative to a U.S. Gross Domestic Product growth rate of 2.8% over the last 20 years and a
current broadband penetration rate of just under 50%. So, for example, if eliminating net neutrality
were to increase broadband penetration even by 10% (from 50% to 60%), that penetration would
increase the value of the U.S. GDP by $289 billion per year. Assuming the 1.2% in economic growth
is causally linked to increase in broadband penetration,81 if the additional revenue from abolishing
net neutrality were in fact used by ISPs to improve access to broadband, the potential economic
benefits could be substantial.82
The quality of broadband Internet infrastructure in the United States is a hotly debated topic.83 A
recent report by the Berkman Center at Harvard University, Next Generation Connectivity: A Review
of Broadband Internet Transitions and Policy from Around the World, finds that the United States is
“a middle‐of‐the‐pack performer” among wealthy countries in terms of broadband speed and
uptake.84 The report also finds that “[l]arge, long‐term [capital] investments have played a role in
some of the highest performing countries,” and argues that other countries’ open access policies
appear to have increased those countries’ level of competition and improved efficiency in the
Internet service provision market.85
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However, the current quality of Internet access is direct evidence neither in favor of nor against net
neutrality. The goal of any policy should be to maximize the value of the Internet, which means
choosing a policy that addresses both the quality of broadband service and the quality of Internet
content. Focusing exclusively on either of the two complementary goods may lead to
overinvestment in one at the expense of underinvestment in the other, thereby reducing the total
surplus in the market.
Decreased Investment in Content
While price discrimination would likely increase investment in infrastructure, it would also reduce
revenue for content providers and thereby reduce their incentive to invest in Internet content.
As explained in Part Two, the surplus generated by the market is finite. If price discrimination
distributes more surplus to ISPs, ISPs would have more money to invest in infrastructure but
content providers would have less money to invest in content. There is a tradeoff involved in
directing revenue from content to infrastructure. So, while price discrimination may improve the
quality of Internet connections for new and existing subscribers, it may also decrease the quality of
the Internet content that travels over those connections.
Internet content is extremely valuable and any alterations to incentives to invest in content may
have serious economic consequences. For example, the net present value of surplus generated by
the Internet content market is at least over $300 billion dollars. This value represents the 2009
market capitalization for five of the largest Internet content providers86—only a fraction of the total
economic surplus generated by content providers. It does not include the market capitalizations of
the thousands of other Internet
firms, including some very large
ones that are not publicly traded.
This impact on Internet investment is likely to be the largest
It also does not include the
consequence of the FCC’s choice to develop net neutrality
fraction of market capitalization
policy. Allowing price discrimination may increase
attributable to Internet activities
investment in infrastructure, but at the expense of
at large conglomerate firms and
investment in content.
the many other types of surplus
that are generated by Internet
Even if price discrimination incentivizes investment in one
content that is not represented in
part of the Internet, it will not necessarily increase
the value of Internet companies.
investment in the Internet as a whole.
While
the
actual
surplus
generated by Internet content is extremely hard to calculate, a floor of $300 billion shows that the
stakes are very high.
In order to maintain this large wealth benefit produced by Internet content, there must be a balance
of incentives to invest in infrastructure and content. This balance is fragile and critical. Depending
on how these incentives shift and to what degree they shift, they could affect the surplus generated
by the Internet market. If investment in content is too high and investment in infrastructure is too
low, then there would be plenty of information to access on the Internet but fewer users would be
able to access it; content providers would then be unable to generate sufficient revenue, reducing
investment and thereby decreasing the amount of information available. If investment in
infrastructure were too high and investment in content is too low, then there would be many users
on the Internet, but there would be less useful information for them to access.
The distribution of the surplus directly affects incentives and ability to invest in different parts of
the Internet. This impact on Internet investment would likely to be the largest consequence of the
FCC’s choice to enact net neutrality policy. It is insufficient for net neutrality opponents to simply
argue that price discrimination incentivizes investment in one part of the Internet. The value of the
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Internet is only partially related to the level of infrastructure provided by ISPs. Infinite amounts of
infrastructure would not be valuable unless quality content were also available to access.
For this reason, regulators must consider the impact of net neutrality policy on the incentives to
invest in infrastructure and content and how these two sectors together bring value to Internet
subscribers.
An Extremely Blunt Tool
Price discrimination will not perfectly alter incentives to increase investment in new infrastructure.
In fact, it is an extremely expensive tool to increase investment in infrastructure. Price
discrimination in the Internet market would generate additional revenue for ISPs based on their
past investment decisions, not based on consumer need for future broadband investment.
Immediately after the elimination of net neutrality, all additional revenue generated from price
discrimination would be based on existing Internet infrastructure. Only existing ISPs with
completed infrastructure would be positioned to reach end‐users and take advantage of the
additional revenue that could be collected by charging content‐developers for access to the end‐
users. Over time the additional revenue would incentivize ISPs to expand their network, but most of
the benefits of eliminating net neutrality would go to reward existing investment. There are far
cheaper methods to achieve and ensure investment in new infrastructure.
As Figure 7 below shows, only a small portion of additional revenue generated by ISPs from price
discrimination would actually reward future decisions. In this example, price discrimination allows
the ISP to earn a 5% greater rate of return on its existing investment of $100 billion. That higher
rate of return induces the ISP to invest in building out the network through a capital expenditure of
$25 billion, so that the ISP’s total additional return from price discrimination is $6.25 billion per
year (5% of $125 billion). Alternatively, a program of targeted government support could be used
to incentivize the ISP to spend the $25 billion by guaranteeing the additional 5% rate of return on
only that investment, not the past decisions that are already locked in. The cost of this direct support
would be $1.25 billion per year. Price discrimination, then, transfers five times the amount of funds
to ISPs while spurring the same level of investment. These funds are likely to be transferred to
shareholders rather than being invested in expanding the broadband network.

Figure 7
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In addition, because price discrimination is not targeted the way direct government support could
be, the investment it generates would not necessarily reflect social priorities. For example, large
established ISPs like AT&T and Comcast would be able to charge content providers substantial
prices for access to their subscriber bases. Each of those two ISPs has over 14 million subscribers,87
and content providers who could afford to pay the new ISP‐specific access fees would likely make
an effort to reach those millions of users. Those large ISPs would therefore earn this profit based
solely on their existing broadband infrastructure. On the other hand, a company like Alaska
Communications Systems serves approximately 55,000 customers,88 and it would not be able to
charge content providers a fee as high as those charged by AT&T and Comcast for access to its
subscribers. That company would therefore not receive as much additional revenue and would not
have as much revenue to invest in its lines—even though Alaska is particularly underserved for
broadband Internet connection and is in need of new broadband infrastructure.89 In this way, the
wealth transfer effectuated by price discrimination will not match social needs for to the creation of
new broadband lines.
A large portion of the wealth transfer from content providers to ISPs would be essentially wasted
because it would compensate for decisions that are already locked in, and most of the additional
revenue would simply accrue on the basis of assets that the ISPs have already created.
Less Total Investment
Because competition is stronger in the Internet content market than in the market for broadband
service, taking surplus from content providers and transferring it to ISPs may lead to a decrease in
aggregate investment in the Internet. By most measures, market competition in broadband
provision has declined over the last decade. The average consumer can now choose between two
broadband providers, typically
the local cable and phone
Price discrimination is an extremely inefficient tool to
companies.90 And despite large
increase investment in Internet infrastructure because it will
profit margins, the industry
generate additional revenue for ISPs based on their past
barriers to entry are high, which
investment decisions, not based on consumer need for
reduces competition.91 Before
future broadband investment.
entering the market, new firms
must develop a full network of
There are far better methods to achieve and ensure
connections to local households
investment in new infrastructure.
at huge expense. These barriers to
entry create significant natural
monopolies in this market, making entry difficult. As an indicator of potential competitions
problems, the reported average monthly price of broadband access in the U.S. has increased from
$42.15 in 2003 to $44.09 in 2007.92 Thus, ISPs do not need to be as vigilant about competition or
use their investments to compete with potential new entrants into the market. Instead, they are
free to use their additional revenue to generate proprietary content, invest in other parts of their
business, pay dividends to shareholders, or reward managers with bonuses.93
Alternatively, there is strong reason to suspect that if wealth remains in the hands of Internet
content providers, they will reinvest a greater share of their revenue into new and better forms of
content. The market for Internet content is significantly more competitive than the market for
Internet broadband access.94 Internet content is constantly changing, with new product and players
emerging at a furious pace—content providers must adapt (and invest in changing and adapting) to
keep up with other content providers. The barriers to entry in the content market are low because
it is relatively easy for a competitor to create a website over the network. If content providers do
not improve and add websites and applications, they can lose users to new entrants into the
market. If content providers attempt to pass revenue to their shareholders or employees instead of
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investing in their content, other sites can quickly respond by improving their content and forcing
out the content providers who do not reinvest their profits. The value created for content
providers’ by past investment in their websites and applications will evaporate quickly if they do
not continuously reinvest their revenues.
The effects of price discrimination on investment are complex, but there are strong reasons to think
that, while it will lead to increased investment from ISPs, it will come at the expense of investment
in content that would have generated significant positive externalities. Further, the same level of
investment from ISPs can be achieved through direct government support, which can be better
targeted to ensure that broadband investment tracks social needs. Finally, given the relative
difference in competition between the two markets, transferring surplus from content providers to
ISPs may result in decreased aggregate investment in the Internet—a significant problem given the
existence of positive externalities. On balance, then, the overall investment effects of price
discrimination are likely to reduce the total surplus generated by the Internet over the long run,
compared to a policy of net neutrality.

B.

Imperfect Price Discrimination Could Reduce Internet Surplus

While perfect price discrimination in the Internet market raises several important concerns, there
is another set of issues created by the practical difficulties of actually implementing price
discrimination in the real world. If price discrimination is not carried out perfectly, it could cause
inefficiencies if ISPs fail to charge the “right” prices and drive some valuable content providers out
of the market. This loss of valuable content would then lead to a decrease in surplus in the Internet
market—a loss for society as a whole. In addition to these informational problems, ISPs also face
perverse incentives that may lead to a decrease in surplus. Finally, price discrimination will also
reduce surplus by extracting revenue from the existing Internet market and using it to set up a
price discrimination regime.
Difficulty in Estimating WillingnesstoPay
Execution of perfect price discrimination requires a great deal of information, as ISPs must be able
to accurately ascertain each content provider’s willingness‐to‐pay95 for access to the ISP’s
subscribers as potential consumers, and charge each content provider exactly that price. Only then
can an ISP gain the entire surplus from the transaction. If price discrimination is imperfect, as it
would likely be, then the wealth transfer from content providers to ISPs could alter the quantity of
goods or services that change hands in the market and create market inefficiencies.
The information ISPs need to properly price access to their network is difficult to collect. Ideally,
from the ISP’s perspective content providers would indicate to the ISPs what they would be willing
to pay to access end‐users, and ISPs could charge content developers exactly that price. Of course,
content providers have an incentive to understate their true willingness‐to‐pay in order to
minimize the price. It would therefore be difficult for ISPs to determine each content provider’s
exact willingness‐to‐pay.
Unless ISPs can develop a creative pricing scheme that encourages content providers to voluntarily
reveal their true willingness‐to‐pay (an unlikely scenario), ISP price discrimination would likely be
far from perfect. If ISPs charge prices that do not exactly match each content provider’s willingness‐
to‐pay, either ISPs would lose part of the surplus they could have gained, or content providers will
exit the market. If an ISP were to charge content providers too little, the ISP would not maximize its
surplus from the transaction, leaving the rest of the surplus with the content provider. For example,
if a content provider like YouTube were willing to pay $10,000 per month to access an ISP like Time
Warner’s subscribers, but Time Warner only charged YouTube $8,000, Time Warner loses out on
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$2,000 of potential revenue. This result would not be inefficient from the market’s perspective, but
would represent a loss from the ISP’s point of view.
If an ISP charged a content provider too much, there would be negative consequences because it
might force those content providers to exit the market, which would reduce the economic surplus
generated by the Internet. For example, if an ISP like AT&T charged a content provider like Orbitz a
price higher than Orbitz’s willingness‐to‐pay, Orbitz may choose not to access AT&T’s subscribers,
and opt to contract only with other ISPs that charge a lower price. AT&T should, then, simply lower
its price in order to capture surplus from Orbitz’s interactions with AT&T subscribers. There are
several reasons why this may not happen however. AT&T cannot know if Orbitz has revealed its
true willingness‐to‐pay, or has simply engaged in a negotiating strategy of signaling a lower
reservation price that it actually has—the two parties may end up in a “game of chicken” that would
result in no bargain. Alternatively, AT&T may have misclassified Orbitz into a higher value category
that it should be, and it may be difficult for AT&T to undo the categorization without opening up a
large number of other contracts. If any type of problem like this were to persist, and Orbitz and
AT&T could not arrive at a deal, the failure to engage in the transaction would result in a loss of
revenue for AT&T, Orbitz, and AT&T subscribers (who would be given fewer choices of content).
From an investment perspective, the potential for these types of breakdowns increases the
uncertainty of returns on capital invested in the Internet, and therefore would reduce the rate of
investment
Failure to engage in efficient contracts could also impact the ability of Internet users to share
content freely, destroying a significant portion of the Internet’s special value. For example, if a
company like Verizon were to charge a price above a content provider like the Chicago Tribune’s
willingness‐to‐pay, the newspaper would exit from that ISP’s market. When subscribers at other
ISPs saw content at the Tribune website they wish to share, they would be unable to provide links
to Verizon’s customers. The result is a drag on the free exchange of information between customers
at different ISPs—a situation that is currently unimaginable for Internet users.
Scenarios like these would create Internet fiefdoms and drastically reduce the value of the Internet
by destroying its unrestricted end‐to‐end dynamic architecture. With less content, less information,
and fewer websites, the network could become less valuable for users; and some users may leave
the network, making it less valuable for other content providers and other users.
In an environment with network effects, this loss of surplus is potentially magnified. Reducing the
number of users on the Internet would lower the value of the Internet for those who remained; and
those other users may then also choose to leave the Internet. When users leave the Internet, it
creates losses of surplus as those users are no longer engaging in surplus‐creating transactions. In
addition, loss of users would also reduce the amount of information posted to the Internet: this
would lower the value of the Internet for users who remain. Because of the reduction in value of the
Internet, more users might leave; the more users who unplugged from the network, the larger the
loss of surplus. This negative feedback would reduce the network’s value to both content providers
and users.
Incorrect Incentives
Because ISPs see all of the revenue they capture from price discrimination, but face only a portion
of losses if they fail to price discriminate perfectly, they would not have the correct incentives to
reduce price discrimination errors to the social optimum. ISPs would prefer to have a much larger
piece of a smaller Internet surplus pie than a much smaller piece of a larger pie. As long as ISPs’
revenue is maximized, ISPs would not care about losses in other parts of the Internet market.
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ISPs are not concerned with the well‐being of content providers, subscribers of other ISPs, or the
Internet as a whole. If ISPs could maximize their own surplus, they would not care if the surplus
from the Internet as a whole was reduced. If the loss of content and subscribers in the market were
offset by the increase in revenue to the ISP, ISPs would choose to charge content providers despite
the broader impact on the value of the network as a whole.
For example, an ISP like Verizon could choose to offer take‐it‐or‐leave‐it contracts to large content
providers of $10,000 per month for access its subscribers. If a company like Wikipedia had a
willingness‐to‐pay lower than $10,000, but companies like Yahoo and eBay had a willingness‐to‐
pay that is higher, Wikipedia will not transact with Verizon but the other sites will. So long as the
value of any subscribers lost due to the loss of Wikipedia access does not add up to $20,000,
Verizon will come out ahead. In this case, Verizon is better off, even if Wikipedia and all users were
worse off, so Verizon would continue to charge this price that would be too high for Wikipedia to
pay.96
Because of these imperfect incentives, ISPs are unlikely to consider the impact of their price
discrimination policies on a sizeable fraction of the Internet market. ISPs would therefore err on
side of extracting more money from content providers by setting higher prices even if it were to
result in some content providers leaving the network and a lower value for the Internet as a whole.
This makes it possible that their pricing schemes would lower the value of the Internet while
increasing revenues for ISPs.
Costs of Switching Regimes
Price discrimination may reduce the surplus in yet another way—by taking surplus out of the
Internet market and using it for transaction costs. Switching from a system of net neutrality to price
discrimination will involve significant transaction costs. ISPs will need to set up a system to employ
price discrimination, implementing DPI and setting up systems to charge different content
providers fees to access their subscribers. Content providers will need to spend time figuring out
which ISPs they need to contract with, as well as time making decisions about whether to enter into
contracts with them and at what price. Content providers will need to evaluate the conditions of the
ISPs’ contracts and spend time entering into and executing these contracts. Transaction costs are
essentially wasted money; they generate no benefits for ISPs, subscribers, or content developers.
The time spent on evaluating and entering into agreements would move money out of the Internet
market—revenue that could have been used for investment in Internet content and
infrastructure—into the deadweight of transaction costs. In this way, these transaction costs will
deplete some of the surpluses of the Internet market. However, as mentioned above, depending on
how much revenue ISPs think they could extract from content providers, they may still prefer
paying the transaction costs of switching to price discrimination.
Uncertainty
Additionally, the impact of changing over to a price discrimination system involve uncertainty,
another cost. Some argue that policymakers should not enact net neutrality regulations because it
will have an uncertain impact on consumers.97 However, the opposite argument applies more
forcefully—because net neutrality represents the status quo, there are greater uncertainties
involved in switching to an untested price discrimination regime. The Internet market in the United
states has never functioned under price discrimination, and switching to a new system involves a
host of unknowns, including whether ISPs can perfectly price discriminate, whether ISPs would
invest their additional revenue in infrastructure, and whether eliminating net neutrality would
increase competition in broadband. The Internet has always functioned under a de facto net
neutrality rule. Any estimates of the benefits or costs to consumers of abolishing net neutrality are
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therefore somewhat speculative.98 Given current understanding, changing the status quo involves
more uncertainty than maintaining it.99
For these reasons, price discrimination is a risky policy option. There is significant risk that it would
decrease the total surplus in the Internet market, especially if ISPs did not have enough information
or enough incentive to perfectly price discriminate. Even if ISPs were able to perfectly price
discriminate, such a policy would at best incentivize investment in infrastructure at the expense of
investment in content. As Part Four will show, there are far better and more efficient ways to
increase investment in Internet infrastructure.
Zero Price
Given the problems associated with price discrimination, it might be argued that the alternative of a
standard single price for all content providers to access an ISP’s users (set according to the number
of users on an ISP’s network) would be the best pricing mechanism. However, such a pricing model
would have many of the problems associated with price discrimination and would be guaranteed to
create some of the worse consequences of imperfect price discrimination.
Any positive price for content providers to access an ISP’s subscribers will lead to a loss of surplus
for content providers. While ISPs would see an increase in their rate of return, it would be at the
expense of content providers, leading to the investment problems discussed above: any increase in
broadband investment would be less than, or at most equal to, the reduction in investment in
Internet content. At best this would result in no social loss, but would be more likely to cause
reductions in the aggregate surplus created by the Internet.
Further, just as imperfectly executed price discrimination could cause content providers to exit
from some markets and decrease market surplus, a single price for access to subscribers would also
cause the exit of those content provider that have a willingness‐to‐pay below that price. This exit
would destroy some of the surplus enjoyed by both content providers and the end‐users, as well as
the positive externalities associated with that content.100 In this way, a zero price may lead to the
most beneficial results for the Internet market.
While in a perfect market, price discrimination represents a neutral wealth transfer, and does not
affect the total surplus created by the market, there are a variety of reasons to be concerned about
the consequences of price discrimination in the Internet market. Even if done perfectly, price
discrimination would at best be a zero‐sum game, and increased revenues for ISPs would come out
of the pockets of content providers. Because of the relative competitiveness of the markets for
broadband and content, there is reason to believe that this transfer would result in less investment
in the Internet, because broadband owners would be more likely to take increased revenue and
distribute it to shareholders rather than reinvest it. Further, much of the increased rate of return
generated by price discrimination would be for past decisions; while increased rates of return
would create incentives for ISPs to expand their networks, the same results could be achieved
through a system of targeted government support. All of these problems exist even if ISPs price
discriminate perfectly—errors in price discrimination will lead to even greater losses in surplus as
content providers exit the market. Given all the downsides associate with price discrimination,
alternative policies to incentivize infrastructure investment are likely to have more efficient results.
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Part Four
Improving Infrastructure Through Direct Government Support

As explained in Part One, given the market failure associated with information in the Internet
access market and the resulting under‐provision of information, government may be justified in
attempting to correct this failure. There are a number of ways governments can attempt to correct
for an externality in any market, from the creation of new market mechanisms or forms of property
(such as patent rights or emissions allowances), to direct regulation, to investment subsidies.
One example of government attempts to correct for positive externalities involves the research and
development of new pharmaceuticals. A company can invest in research and generate a new drug
that provides a great deal of benefits to society. However, other companies, if allowed, will copy
that drug and sell it at a lower price (because their cost of producing the drug does not include the
cost of research and development to invent it). This leaves the original company unable to capture
all the benefits from its investment in the invention and disincentivizes drug companies from
investing in research and development. The U.S. government corrects this market failure by
granting patent protection for a limited time to new drugs. The opportunity to have a short‐term
monopoly and collect monopoly profits grants pharmaceutical firms an incentive to invest in
research and development. In this way, federal patent laws correct the market failure by
internalizing some portion of the positive externality in the pharmaceutical market.
A government could also correct a positive externality by subsidizing producers to incentivize them
to increase production to a socially efficient level. In the context of pharmaceuticals, the
government funds a great deal of primary research in the area of biology and genetics that
continues to inform the development of new drugs. Operating alone, the market would not support
this type of research, and so the government steps in to ensure that the market produces this good
(primary research) with its large potential positive externalities.
In the Internet market, the federal government should establish a policy that produces results as
similar as possible to an efficient market in equilibrium, by correcting for the effects of positive
externalities. Because of the complementary nature of Internet content and access, simply having
an FCC policy that allows price discrimination and increases incentivizes for ISPs to invest in
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network infrastructure without somehow increasing investment in content would be insufficient to
correct the market failure associated with information provision on the Internet. Content and
infrastructure must be broadened in concert to fully address this issue.
If a large quantity of resources were devoted to Internet infrastructure and no effort were made to
expand the content, we might eventually end up with fast, ubiquitous access to low‐quality content.
On the other hand, simply enshrining net neutrality and incentivizing content providers to invest in
content without increasing investment in infrastructure would create the opposite problem: a wide
range of content that would be suboptimally available.101 For this reason, both infrastructure and
content must be addressed by
network policy.

Because of the complementary nature of Internet content

As explained in Part Three, when
and access, simply having an FCC policy that allows price
evaluating its policy options in
discrimination and incentivizes ISPs to invest in network
the Internet market, government
infrastructure without somehow increasing investment in
should attempt to correct the
content is insufficient.
market failures to maintain
efficient levels of investment in
Policy must broaden content and infrastructure in concert
both parts of the Internet,
to fully address systematic underinvestment.
infrastructure and content. Thus,
the government is faced with two
choices: establish a pricing policy that incentivizes investment in infrastructure, and try to directly
subsidize the content side of the market; or establish a pricing policy that increases incentives for
investment in content, and create a separate policy directly subsidizing Internet infrastructure.
Given the relative ease of subsidizing infrastructure, and the difficulty of subsidizing content, the
first policy—of establishing pricing policy that favors content and then subsidizing infrastructure
directly—would likely lead to the best results.

A.

Relative Ease in Subsidizing Infrastructure

Internet infrastructure is not a typical market good. As a “public good,” infrastructure construction
in general is often seen as the province of the government.102 Public goods are nonrival (meaning
one person’s consumption does not limit another’s) and non‐excludable (no one can be excluded
from consuming the good). Private goods, on the other hand, are both excludable and rival, meaning
only one person can consume them and individuals who do not pay for the good cannot consume it.
Public goods are subject to a free‐rider problem, in which no one individual wishes to pay for the
production of the good because she can enjoy the same benefits if someone else pays for it. National
defense and broadcast television are classic examples of public goods.
Goods such as Internet access and satellite television are most correctly classified as “club goods”
because they are nonrival but excludable.103 These goods are often provided by natural monopolies
because the huge costs of creating an excludable access network serve as a barrier to entry for
potential competitors. The costs of setting up a network have been estimated to be between 80%‐
90% of the total costs of providing broadband access.104 These huge upfront (or fixed105) costs
prevent new ISPs from entering the market and competing against the incumbents. As is the case
with public goods, the market does not always correctly provide club goods. Although not subject to
the free‐rider problem, the providers of club goods can often take advantage of the structure of the
market to exercise market power and charge monopoly rents.
Governments often respond to these natural monopolies by setting up systems of price regulation
in those markets to ensure monopolists do not charge users exorbitant prices. For example, many
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electric utilities have prices set by utility boards. These boards typically set prices so that the
electric utilities earn enough to cover their costs and provide reasonable returns on capital to their
shareholders.
In addition to directly regulating natural monopolies, the United States has a long history of
subsidizing infrastructure construction. These projects build and maintain public goods and extend
access to club goods with the goals of increasing national defense,106 creating jobs,107 and improving
long‐run economic growth.108 There is a considerable cottage industry evaluating the efficacy of
these projects in accomplishing their stated goals. From this literature, it is clear that the federal
government has had considerable successful experience participating in infrastructure projects.
The Interstate Highway System (formally the Dwight D. Eisenhower National System of Interstate
and Defense Highways) is perhaps the most famous example of a public infrastructure project
carried out at the federal level. In 1966, the United States government rolled out this program to
connect major cities and border crossings with freeways in order to improve safety, reduce
congestion, create jobs, and improve national defense in case of atomic war.109 The economic
impact of the highway system is widely debated. Some studies have shown that every $1 spent on
highway construction has created $6 in returns;110 other observers argue that some of the economic
growth created by the investment
was simply redistributed from
Because private markets tend to underprovide public
other areas.111 Regardless of the
goods, like Internet infrastructure, government can a play
exact economic benefit, the
a role in correcting these failures through direct
highway system is undoubtedly
investment.
been a success. These highways
serve nearly all major U.S. cities,
The United States government has historically been
and virtually all goods and
successful in subsidizing public infrastructure, yet has had
services distributed in the nation
greater difficulty subsidizing content.
travel over them at some point.
Residents commonly use urban
Interstates to travel to their
places of work, and for the vast majority of their long‐distance travel, whether for vacation or
business. The entire system has over 46,000 miles of expressway, making it both the largest
highway system in the world and the largest public works project in history.112 It has had an
enormous impact on the nation, “contribut[ing] mightily to the economic growth and quality of life”
and allowing the United States to become a “nation on wheels” with “a freedom of mobility that is
unrivaled anywhere in the world.”113
The United States government has also successfully subsidized club good projects. The Rural
Electrification Administration (REA) is considered one of the New Deal’s most successful and cost
effective programs. In 1935, electricity was not widely available in rural areas; only 10% of rural
households had access while 90% of urban households were electrified. The REA was charged with
addressing this imbalance. Widespread electricity would allow rural families to store meat without
spoilage, complete indoor tasks during the evening, and increase the market for electrical
appliances such as stoves and dishwashers.114 The agency offered financing on generous terms to
rural co‐operatives that sought to bring electricity to their communities. Incumbent electricity
providers opposed the REA on both political and economic grounds, arguing that the federal
government should not enter their market and worrying that REA‐funded co‐ops might compete
with them on the edges of their network.115 By 1939, the REA managed to connect 288,000
households through 417 co‐operatives, and the fraction of rural households that had access to
electricity increased to 25%.116 The REA’s subsidization also helped incumbent electric companies
recognize the profitability of serving rural customers despite the upfront costs of extending the
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electric grid. The REA’s program sped the process of widening access to electricity by not only
funding formation of co‐ops, but also by encouraging electric companies to act before co‐ops
formed in their region.
Moreover, for the better part of a century the federal government has been subsidizing
communications infrastructure, and, more recently, is subsidizing infrastructure for broadband
connection to the Internet. The Communications Act of 1934 implemented federal policy goals
commonly called “universal service” in order “to make available . . . to all the people of the United
States a rapid, efficient, Nation‐wide, and world‐wide wire and radio communication service with
adequate facilities at reasonable charges.”117 The federal government successfully achieved
universal telephone service through vigorous FCC regulation: in 1984, the FCC and state
governments began offering direct subsidies to low‐income users, with the Lifeline program
covering telephone service and the Link‐up program covering installation.118
The Telecommunications Act of 1996 increased federal aid to extend to universal Internet access.
The Act directed the FCC to expand coverage according to seven “universal service principles,”
including affordability, universal access to “advanced” telecommunications, and reasonable equality
in cost between urban and rural areas.119 The FCC does this through the Universal Service Fund,
which administers four separate subsidy programs: a high‐cost program, which provides subsidies
to carriers in order to keep rates low in rural or other high‐cost areas; the low‐income program,
which includes Lifeline and Link‐up; E‐rate, which provides low‐cost telecommunications for
schools and libraries; and the Rural Health Care program, which does the same for rural hospitals
and health providers.120 As of 2004, the universal service programs have helped telephone service
penetrate 95% of the market.121
More recently, the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 allocated $7.2 billion for
expanding broadband access.122 The first $4.7 billion was directed to the Broadband Technology
Opportunities Program (BTOP), administered by the Department of Commerce, in order to provide
broadband access to underserved communities and public institutions, as well as to stimulate
broadband demand in general.123 The BTOP allows local groups to apply for funding for “last mile
projects” to bring broadband Internet service to census blocks where a majority is not served by
broadband‐speed Internet or have Internet speeds too slow to be considered broadband (less than
3 megabytes per second).124
The remainder of the funds established a $2.5 billion Broadband Initiatives Program, administered
by the Department of Agriculture, which specifically aims to expand broadband access in rural
areas.125 The stimulus also authorizes the FCC to create a “National Broadband Plan” which ensures
universal broadband access.126 Several draft FCC proposals include regulatory reforms, overhauls to
existing subsidy programs, and redirecting money from the Universal Service Fund.127 Much like the
REA, the aim of the government’s communications programs is to subsidize communications
infrastructure in underserved and rural regions and create jobs during an economic downturn.
These programs have already distributed approximately $200 million in grants and loan to build
Internet infrastructure including “$33.5 million grant with an additional $8.8 million in matching
funds to deploy a 260‐mile regional fiber‐optic ring to deliver gigabit broadband speeds, reliability,
affordability, and abundant interconnection points for last mile service in the North Georgia
foothills,” and “$20.6 million grant with an additional $5.1 million in matching funds to add 140
miles of backbone network and 219 miles of middle mile spurs to existing network, enabling the
delivery of at least 10 Mbps service to more than 220 existing anchor institution customers in rural
and underserved areas of the state.”128 The National Economic Council found that these programs
would create jobs and “could create hundreds of thousands of jobs over a four‐year period by
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stimulating new businesses, market transactions, and innovative industries in previously
underserved areas.”129
These are just a handful of examples of federal government subsidization of infrastructure. There is
nothing new about the government directly subsidizing infrastructure. There are strong economic
rationales for using direct subsidies to ensure that infrastructure or other public goods projects are
undertaken: because private markets tend to underprovide club goods, like Internet infrastructure,
there is a role for government to take appropriate steps to correct these failures through direct
investment. And, the United States government has historically been successful in subsidizing
public infrastructure.

B.

Difficulty in Subsidizing Content

The United States government has sought to subsidize content in several different ways with mixed
results. The quality of content is very subjective, meaning that broad‐based efforts to support
content in a systematic way are likely to come up against opposition from people who do not like
certain types of content.130 The government is not well positioned to make these allocation
decisions and is unlikely to be successful at selecting types of content on the scale necessary to
make up for lost revenue due to price discrimination.
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting is an example of an effort by the United States government
to support specific types of high‐value content. For 70 years the federal government has funded
radio and television stations to support educational programming.131 Approximately 20% of the
Public Broadcasting System’s funding comes from the federal government, primarily through the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The balance is provided by state and local governments and
private donations.132 Through this effort, the U.S. seeks to provide types of programming
underprovided by market stations to small viewer groups. These groups are usually too small or
insufficiently wealthy to appeal to advertising that supports market stations. These are typically
programs that are believed to provide a high social value, but are difficult for advertisers to
monetize, such as programming for young children or specific ethnic groups, and cultural and
historic programming. The federal government’s involvement in funding content for underserved
markets is not without controversy. Some groups complain that programming does not represent
their own viewpoint or represents views with which they strongly disagree.133 Other opponents
argue that the government should not be in the business of supporting content at all when a market
exists that could serve those niche clientele.134 They argue that the market remains un‐served
precisely because the government
became involved in providing that
Content quality is subjective—efforts to support content in
for free. This debate reignites
a systematic way are likely to meet opposition from
each time Congress re‐approves
funding for public broadcasting.
individuals who do not agree with certain types of content.
The United States has also sought
The government is unlikely to be successful in selecting
to support content through the
content on the scale necessary to compensate for lost
National Endowment for the Arts
revenue due to price discrimination.
(NEA). Congress established the
NEA in 1965 as an independent
agency of the federal government
“dedicated to supporting excellence in the arts, both new and established; bringing the arts to all
Americans; and providing leadership in arts education.” The NEA’s role was to increase the
availability of art to citizens of the United States; it is now the nation’s largest funder of the arts. The
NEA provides funding to artists chosen through a peer review process, in which fellow artists select
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recipients based on the promise of their work. The funding of art generally, and the funding of
controversial artists in particular, has been extremely contentious. President Reagan attempted to
eliminate funding for the NEA shortly after taking office.135 In 1990, four performance artists whose
proposals were approved by the peer review system at the NEA were stripped of funding by the
Chairman of the NEA due to their controversial nature. The artists sued and were eventually
awarded compensation equal to the amount of their lost grants.136
The controversy surrounding the NEA is a window into the difficulty of subsidizing content and
other subjective endeavors. Any time the government involves itself in a content market, its actions
are open to criticism on the basis of the type of content it chooses to subsidize, or the type of
content it chooses not to subsidize. When government provides content, it can never please all
citizens—as some will almost always disagree with the views funded by the government. The
funding problems experienced by the NEA would also plague any widespread effort to support
content on the Internet.
History has shown that the federal government has had difficulties in subsidizing content, but that
it can successfully subsidize infrastructure at a high benefit to society. Moreover, the United States
is already actively subsidizing broadband Internet infrastructure. Abandoning the net neutrality
framework represents a significant transfer of resources from the content side to the infrastructure
side of the market, which will only serve to increase the information externality. By continuing the
government’s subsidization of broadband access and protecting the revenues earned by content
providers from price discrimination by ISPs, the government can address the information
externality without being drawn into the subsidization of content, which has proven so difficult in
the past.
Thus, when faced with the choice of how to correct for the externalities in the Internet market,
government must take into consideration its whole range of policy options. Given the government’s
historic success in subsidizing infrastructure and difficult in subsidizing content, it makes the most
sense for government to correct the externalities by instituting net neutrality—a pricing policy that
incentivizes market players to invest in content—and then directly subsidizing investments in
infrastructure.
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Part Five
Fast Lanes to Nowhere: The Risks of Prioritization

“Prioritization” involves ISPs placing content into “tiers,” giving priority access of their lines to
content providers in higher tiers in exchange for a fee, and leaving other content providers’
websites less easily accessible. Whether ISPs should be allowed to prioritize is one of the most
controversial issues in the net neutrality debate.
Under the most commonly proposed prioritization scheme, an ISP would choose to prioritize based
on the origin of packets. For example, an ISP like Verizon could charge a content provider like The
New York Times a fee to use a “fast lane” broadband access to send its packets to Verizon’s
subscribers; other smaller sites like a local newspaper, that would not or could not pay for this
faster access, would be left on the standard access (the “slow lane”). Under most conceptions of
prioritization, ISPs would charge a fee for fast lane access but continue to provide free access to the
standard (i.e. slow) lane. Generally, when the network is not congested, users would likely
experience no discernible difference when accessing sites on different “lanes.” However, if the
network were congested, Verizon could delay or drop packets from low priority websites like local
newspapers so that it can allocate more bandwidth to websites paying for high priority access, like
The New York Times. The high priority websites would load for Verizon’s subscribers at the same
speed as during times of no congestion. Because Verizon’s subscribers could find it more difficult to
access low priority websites, those sites would be less valuable to those subscribers.
ISPs could also choose to prioritize based on type of packet—for example, by charging content
providers to place live streaming video on the fast lane, and allowing standard Internet web pages
to remain on the slow lane. If the network were to become congested, then the ISP would deliver
each packet of streaming video as it arrives, but slot data packets from standard websites between
video packets so that the video application would run unimpeded. Depending on the amount of
congestion, end‐users may experience degraded performance when accessing lower priority
applications, thereby reducing the value of those applications for those users.
Prioritization is a form of an economic concept termed “product differentiation.” A seller practices
product differentiation when it provides two similar goods with differences in key features or
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minor details at different prices. Economists typically endorse product differentiation because it
allows buyers to choose among different options and it increases the chance of consumers finding a
good that more accurately meets their needs. ISPs employing prioritization schemes and
developing Internet fast lanes and then selling that access at a different price than standard access
would be an example of sellers practicing product differentiation.
Some observers argue that prioritization’s costs likely outweigh its benefits.137 Others suggest that
prioritization is crucial for network management and should be allowed under the FCC
regulation.138 The FCC’s proposed
net neutrality rules would clearly
prohibit pure price discrim‐
Prioritization can be a method of implementing price
ination, preventing an ISP from
discrimination. The different lanes of traffic can be used to
charging
different
content
sort content providers by willingness-to-pay, and ISPs can
providers different prices for
use this information to price discriminate.
using the exact same service—in
this case the ISP’s last mile
If that happens, all of the problems of price discrimination
broadband
lines
to
its
will also be created by prioritization.
subscribers. As proposed, the FCC
rules also appear to ban the
practice of “prioritization” by
ISPs. The nondiscrimination rule would prohibit an ISP from treating any content, application, or
service in a “discriminatory” manner, subject to reasonable network management. The proposal
notes that this rule prevents an ISP from “charg[ing] a content, application, or service provider for
enhanced or prioritized access to the subscribers of the broadband ISP.”139 The next sentence of the
proposal states that rule “would not prevent a broadband Internet access service provider from
charging subscribers different prices for different services.” This discussion within the regulation
implies that fast lane access for content providers would be prevented. The regulation appears to
allow ISPs to charge their subscribers higher prices for better services, but prevents ISPs from
charging content providers higher prices for better access to the ISPs’ subscribers.
Prioritization, although not necessarily harmful to the Internet market, can have large negative
impacts on the value of the Internet and should therefore be viewed as a risk‐laden policy option.
First, ISPs could use prioritization as an opportunity to introduce price discrimination. In theory,
this opportunity may not be a problem, but for the reasons described in Part Two and Part Three,
price discrimination can be harmful in this particular market.
Second, when executing prioritization, ISPs face perverse incentives that can potentially lead to a
loss of surplus in the market, which could lower the value of the Internet to society. ISPs consider
only the value of their own network and not the value of the Internet as a whole when developing
their network management and prioritization schemes. These incentives could lead to pricing that
could increase the value of the ISPs’ private networks, while reducing the value of the Internet for
society as a whole.

A.

Price Discrimination in Disguise

Most net neutrality supporters argue that prioritization will create the same hazards as price
discrimination. Under such a scheme, only bigger and richer companies would be able to afford fast
lane prices, which is “anathema to a culture of innovation,”140 even if the only barrier to fast lane
access were price.141 Smaller and less profitable companies, like startups, would be unable to pay
for access to the fast lane; users would have a harder time accessing those sites as ISPs would be
more likely to delay or drop packets from those sites during times of network congestion. Users
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would then turn to competitors’ sites that were on the fast lane, and thus faster to access, thereby
decreasing the number of users accessing startups’ sites on the slow lane. Depending on how many
users drop off those startups sites, the smaller companies could be forced out of business, or
perhaps never even launch their businesses, thereby impeding innovation on the Internet.
Most net neutrality supporters also argue that fast lanes allow ISPs to treat packets from less
profitable sites in a less favorable and arguably “discriminatory” manner, taking the power to
choose content out of the hands of subscribers and placing it into the hands of ISPs.142 Such a
system may make the Internet look more like cable television—where network owners make
content decisions on the basis of perceived consumer demand—and eliminate the current
unrestricted end‐to‐end architecture, in which end‐users make content choices directly.
Supporters of price discrimination and prioritization argue that allowing fast lanes will increase
investment in Internet infrastructure.143 Similar to the pro‐price discrimination argument, they
argue that ISPs will use revenue from fast lanes to invest in their broadband lines, creating more
and faster Internet access across the country. They also argue that without the existence of fast
lanes, new businesses like telemedicine will be unable to flourish.
The debate, however, must look beyond whether textbook product differentiation in a theoretical
market may be beneficial or harmful. Prioritization as executed by ISPs within the Internet market
could have detrimental consequences. One of the most important arguments against prioritization
is its ability to quickly turn into price discrimination. Economists have recognized this
phenomenon, which occurs when sellers price the higher‐quality product at a price that is higher
than justified.144
Under standard product differentiation, the seller would offer a slightly higher‐quality product at a
slightly higher price, and offer a standard product for a slightly lower price. This difference between
the high price and low price should be the seller’s marginal cost to produce the higher quality
product. Under such a pricing scheme, the surplus generated by the Internet could increase: content
providers would be able to choose from among different speed options and increase their chances
of finding an access tier that would more clearly meet their needs.
But sellers could choose to price the higher‐quality good at a price higher than the marginal cost to
make the good of higher quality. In the Internet market, ISPs could price access to the fast lane at a
price higher than the ISPs’ cost difference to provide that higher level of service. Under proper
product differentiation, the two products must be different enough to justify the higher price. Any
difference in price between the fast lane and slow lane that is not proportional to the difference in
cost between providing fast lane and slow lane access would have an element of price
discrimination: instead of offering two different products at two different prices, the seller would in
essence be offering almost the same product at two different prices, a form of price discrimination.
In such a case, ISPs would basically be sorting content providers by willingness‐to‐pay and then
extracting as much revenue as possible. The price difference would not be justified by the cost of
providing different products, but instead would result in a wealth transfer from content providers
to ISPs.
This transfer would allow for all the potential negative effects of price discrimination discussed in
Part Three. While the transfer of wealth may increase ISPs’ ability and incentive to invest in the
Internet’s infrastructure, it would decrease content providers’ ability and incentive to invest in the
Internet’s content. To avoid underinvestment in content, the government would need to directly
subsidize Internet content; and as explained in Part Four, content subsidization is a relatively
difficult undertaking for the government. Further, allowing ISPs to extract this additional revenue
would not guarantee that ISPs will invest that revenue back into Internet infrastructure.
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Finally, as we will see in the following section, the availability of prioritization will create some
perverse incentives that may motivate ISPs to engage in these types of “price discrimination in
disguise” scenarios. These perverse incentives will eventually create the conditions for market
inefficiencies that may decrease the entire value of the Internet market, leading to a suboptimal
economic outcome.

B.

Prioritization May Reduce Surplus

There is no guarantee that
ISPs will use prioritization to
maximize the surplus of the
Internet market. There is,
however, strong reason to
think that ISPs may engage in
harmful pricing tactics due to
perverse incentives they
would face if allowed to
engage in fast lane pricing.

Figure 8

Uncertain Surplus Shift
Under prioritization, there
would be a surplus shift in
the
Internet
market;
however,
it
is
undeterminable how that
redistribution would occur.
If ISPs develop Internet fast
lanes, they would segment
the graph above into two
different
markets.
Each
market would have its own
demand curve. Figure 8
illustrates how the two
markets might compare to
the single lane market. Take, as an example, an ISP charging content providers no price to access
the slow lane and charging a price of P to place content in the fast lane.
The content providers with a willingness‐to‐pay above the price will receive a higher level of
service and therefore would have a higher willingness‐to‐pay for access to Internet subscribers.
The content providers with a willingness‐to‐pay below price P to access the fast lane will be on the
demand curve that shifts inward; they would receive a relatively lower level of service than content
providers with a willingness‐to‐pay above the cutoff, and so their demand curve shifts inward.145
Figure 9 below separates these markets into two demand curves, so we can more easily identify
producer and consumer surplus in each market separately.
The demand curve on the left illustrates the demand for access to Internet subscribers over the
slow lane and looks similar to a single stream Internet. The entire surplus in the market is captured
by the Internet content providers. The graph on the right illustrates the consumer and producer
surplus in the fast lane market, with ISPs capturing revenue.
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The efficiency of the market is determined by the size of the total surplus generated by the single
market compared to the sum of the surpluses created by the two (fast lane and slow lane) markets.
The structure that generates the most surplus is most efficient. Unfortunately, there are no clear
conclusions that can be drawn about the net effects of the creation of fast lane pricing without
making additional assumptions about the markets.

Figure 9

Some obvious observations can be drawn about the impact of this switch on ISPs, content
providers, and users. ISPs will clearly be better off if prioritization is allowed; they gained zero
surplus from the single‐stream market but would gain revenue by charging content providers for
access to the fast lane.
Another clear observation: content providers with a willingness‐to‐pay for access to Internet
subscribers below the price of access to the fast lane would be worse off. They would end up in the
slow lane, and their surplus would decrease. Users would experience degraded connections to
these websites during times of congestion. Some users may then stop using those sites—decreasing
the surplus to the content providers in the slow lane. This may particularly be the case if the speed
of information over the Internet is a “positional good”—i.e., a good that earns at least part of its
value from being superior to comparable substitutes.146 For example, users may prefer to use a
search engine that retrieves search results faster. In that case, introducing a fast lane could reduce
the willingness‐to‐pay of those in the slow lane even if their download speed has stayed the same or
even increased.
As for the content providers in the fast lane, it is unclear how they would fare: they are worse off
because they will be shifting some of their surplus to ISPs, but they would be better off relative to
content providers in the slow lane. Further, if speed is a positional good, and content providers
choose to switch from a websites on the slow lane to a faster one, some revenue that would have
been gained by content providers in the slow lane will now be gained by content providers in the
fast lane.
The effect on users is also unclear. Websites on the fast lane would presumably provide a higher
quality experience, while websites on the slow lane may provide a worse experience than under the
current single stream model. To the extent that the slow lane is slower or more interrupted than
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current access speeds, it is difficult to predict the net impacts on consumers. In addition, if content
providers leave the market in response to the creation of fast lanes, end‐users would lose out. It is
however possible that users may not actually perceive the reduction in quality of sites on the slow
lane, producing none of these effects and making the outcome on users uncertain.147
To ascertain the full impact of prioritization on the value of the Internet, it would be necessary to
sum the reduction in surplus from slow lane content providers, the increase in surplus to ISPs, and
the indeterminate change in surplus to fast lane content providers and users. Only if this sum were
positive would prioritization increase the value of the Internet. It is unclear whether the winners in
this scenario would be better off than the losers, and it is impossible a priori to determine how the
market surplus would shift.
This sum is likely to be positive if the content providers in the fast lane have a significantly higher
willingness‐to‐pay for access to Internet subscribers through a fast lane than through a single‐
stream Internet. It is also likely to be positive if the reduction in surplus is small to slow lane
content providers. This would be the case if users of the websites in the slow lane are able to access
those websites at the same quality and speed as they did in the single stream Internet, and if
download speed is not a positional good. The sum is likely to be negative if the slow lane makes
content providers significantly worse off, while the fast lane does not improve the user experience
enough to generate a substantial increase in content providers’ willingness‐to‐pay to access users.
Perverse Incentives
There is a reason to believe that if prioritization is allowed, ISPs will pursue it suboptimally.
Because ISPs will be the market players controlling the prioritization pricing, they will be in control
of the market surplus shift. As explained in Part Three, ISPs have incentives to maximize their own
revenue, even if at the expense of the surplus of the Internet market as a whole. Not only do these
incentives affect ISPs’ execution of price discrimination, they also will affect ISPs’ execution of
prioritization pricing schemes.
Currently (and under a legal net neutrality regime), ISPs gain no revenue from content providers
who access their subscribers, but the Internet generates significant value for content providers of
all sorts, which ISPs cannot extract. Under a two‐tier system, ISPs may be willing to enact pricing
schemes that reduce the value of the Internet as a whole in order to gain a share of the benefits
generated by content providers. In essence, ISPs currently receive none of a very large pie, but they
would be willing to reduce the
size of the pie in exchange for a
ISPs will create prioritization policies based solely on their
slice.

bottom lines, and will not consider the impact of this

Under
most
prioritization
pricing on a sizeable fraction of the Internet market.
proposals, ISPs would offer slow
lanes to content providers for free
Because ISPs’ incentives are not aligned with the market
and charge a price for access to
as a whole, prioritization schemes could increase ISPs’
the fast lane. Because ISPs gain no
revenue, while lowering the total surplus value of the
revenue from content providers
Internet.
in the slow lane, they will have a
strong incentive to maximize
their revenue from the fast lane. They could accomplish this by pricing fast lanes above marginal
cost as explained above in order to price discriminate. Or, ISPs could attempt to push as many
content providers into the fast lane as possible; and to incentivize more content providers to move
into the fast lane, ISPs may compromise the quality of the slow lane.
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The availability of prioritization pricing could incentivize ISPs to fail to improve the quality of the
lower priced serviced—or even go so far as to decrease the quality of the lower priced good—so
that consumers will upgrade to the premium service. ISPs may allow their lower (or standard)
quality service to languish to encourage content providers to use the higher‐priced fast lanes—so
the ISP will gain more revenue from those who switchover. ISPs would have less incentive to
upkeep the infrastructure needed to run their standard slow lines, and less incentive to build up
that infrastructure.
Further, ISPs could actually degrade the performance of traffic running in the standard slow lane.
There may be particular reason to think this scenario would occur given the state of technology.
ISPs only have limited scope to speed up packets using prioritization.148 The fast lane only provides
speed boosts for content during
times of congestion. During
A “best effort network” means that there is no guarantee
uncongested times, the fast lane
that data is delivered or that a user receives a specific
would not be any faster than the
quality of service level or a certain priority.
slow lane. On the other hand, ISPs
have the ability to slow traffic that
In a best effort network, all users obtain the “best” bit
runs over their network. To
rate and delivery time that the network can deliver,
guarantee that fast lane service is
depending on the current traffic load.
faster than slow lane service, ISPs
could degrade traffic in the slow
lane.
If ISPs slow the service of the slow lane, content providers in the slow lane and users attempting to
access those sites may be worse off, i.e. their surplus will decrease. Because those websites’
performance would be downgraded and even slower to load and access during times of congestion,
users may choose not to access those sites and access competitors’ sites on the fast lane instead. If
the content providers on the slow lane lose too many users, they may choose to exit the network.
Even if some content providers exit the market, and even if ISPs lose some subscribers as a result,
ISPs’ revenues could still increase under this scenario. ISPs would not take into consideration if
content providers in the slow lane lose surplus by dropping out of the market, because those
players do not pay fees to ISPs. Because ISPs can generate revenue on both sides of the fast‐lane
market, but only from subscribers on the slow law, they will have incentives to move content onto
the fast lane even if that reduces overall surplus.149
In this way, ISPs will not necessarily manage their prioritizations schemes to maximize net surplus
because they would likely not consider the impact of their prioritization policy on a sizeable
fraction of the Internet market. This failure increases the probability that ISP‐controlled
prioritization schemes would lower the value of the Internet while increasing revenues for ISPs.
Effect on New Content
Supporters of prioritization argue that without it certain new and valuable high‐bandwidth
technologies will be unable to flourish, and the lack of these technologies will reduce the value of
the Internet.150 They fear these technologies (such as telemedicine) will never take off unless they
can pay for high quality access to Internet subscribers because high bandwidth and high speed are
necessary for those technologies.
Although this argument may have some validity, it is difficult to evaluate. It is hard to predict what
types of technologies may develop in a prioritization market. There is a risk that net neutrality rules
may prevent some beneficial technologies from developing—just as there is risk that prioritization
would force some players out of the market that would have generated important innovations.
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There are countless imaginable technologies that may someday require high levels of bandwidth,
and there is no Internet policy regime that would not create some potential negative effects on
these technologies. Of course, new content is only a portion of the total value of the Internet to
society. The impact of fast lanes on ISPs, end‐users, and existing content providers must also be
considered when evaluating the ramifications of Internet fast lanes.
Moreover, the current “best effort network” has allowed a wide variety of technologies to
proliferate. These technologies have been, and are being, created to run on the current Internet
system. If the FCC believes that certain valuable technologies could not succeed on the best effort
network, the FCC can choose to place these technologies into the “managed or specialized services”
exception of the rule.151 The FCC, however, should narrowly construe that exception to only include
technologies that cannot prosper over the best effort network.
Notably, ISPs are the most prominent supporters of this line of argument. The content companies
attempting to develop these high bandwidth technologies have mixed opinions on the impact of net
neutrality regulation on their business prospects.152 Further, many content providers and venture
capitalists strongly endorse strict net neutrality rules, arguing that protecting the end‐to‐end
architecture of the Internet encourages content entrepreneurship.153 The fact that ISPs are the ones
requesting fast lanes because they will help new companies but the venture capitalist that fund
these companies appear not to want this service creates a quandary. It is possible that ISPs have a
better sense of what conditions will generate new companies on the Internet than venture
capitalists, but this may also be an example of ISPs attempting to acquire surplus from the market
at the expense of content developers.
Free Prioritization
Some argue that ISPs should be allowed to prioritize and decide which sites to send to the slow lane
and which to send to the fast lane so long as they do not charge content providers a price.154 This
practice could potentially be justified under the proposed rule.
Under the new rule, ISPs may engage in “reasonable network management” practices. The FCC will
determine the full contours of what constitutes reasonable network management through case–by‐
case adjudication in the future. For example, the FCC could allow an ISP during times of congestion
to prioritize packets from certain time‐sensitive content (like streaming video or Voice‐over
Internet Protocol (“VoIP”)) for free if the ISP could prove that this prioritization is “reasonable
network management.” The ISP would need to prove that practice was a “reasonable practice[]” to
combat the “effects of congestion” or to “address quality‐of‐service concerns.”155 Conceivably, ISPs
could even prove free prioritization is “reasonable network management” during times of no
congestion if they could prove doing so would improve quality of service.
In this way, if ISPs are truly concerned about congestion and quality of Internet access, they can
convince the FCC to allow free prioritization schemes. Free prioritization implemented in this
manner may not be detrimental from an economic perspective. It would not create the perverse
incentives that paid prioritization generates, and would therefore not have the same reduction in
total market surplus and problematic wealth transfer to ISPs.
For a variety of reasons, prioritization could run the risk of lowering the total surplus from the
Internet market. If it turns into price discrimination in disguise, it will have all of the problems
discussed above: additional surplus for ISPs will come at the expense of content providers, who are
relatively more difficult to target for government support to overcome the positive externalities
present in the Internet market. In addition, the pure surplus effects from breaking the Internet into
multiple streams is uncertain, the surplus loss for content providers in the slow lane may offset any
gains from content providers in the fast lane. Perhaps most importantly, ISPs will face perverse
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incentives if they can generate revenue from the fast lane but not the slow lane. This misalignment
of incentives could create a situation where ISPs can increase their revenue at the expense of the
overall surplus from the market.
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Conclusion
Toward a Smart Internet Policy

One of the difficulties in formulating and evaluating Internet policy is that the field is so new, but
has come to be incredibly central to our economic and social lives. So while the stakes are very high,
policymakers have relatively little experience or information on the likely effects of different policy
approaches. There is no choice but to make the best decisions possible in the face of large
uncertainties, knowing that the effects of our decisions will have profound social consequences.
This Report discusses some of the central questions that are raised by the FCC’s proposed net
neutrality rules and finds that, on balance, maintaining the current pricing scheme is likely to be
economically justified. While opponents of net neutrality are correct that it may have some
downsides—including decreased investment incentives for ISPs and potential impacts on
technological development—the government has tools at its disposal to mitigate these downsides.
Moreover, the benefits of net neutrality, especially maintaining investment incentives for the
development of new content, are very high.
The goal of Internet policy should be the maximization of the surplus generated by the Internet
market, understood as both physical infrastructure and the content travelling over that
infrastructure. That surplus is vast, and only a portion of it is captured by private companies—
Internet end‐users derive significant surplus, and there are large positive externalities associated
with Internet use. Protecting that surplus, and giving companies the right incentives to continue
investing in increasing that surplus, should be the guiding principle of decisionmakers as they set
Internet policy.
Ultimately, net neutrality represents something of a zero‐sum game between ISPs and content
providers. While moving away from net neutrality toward systems of price discrimination or
prioritizations would benefit ISPs, much or all of that benefit would come at the expense of content
providers. Because both ISPs and content providers produce positive externalities for society,
benefiting one at the expense of the other is not sound policy.
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Because of market failures that under‐incentivize investment in the Internet, both infrastructure
and content should be given government support to achieve optimal levels of investment. However,
it is much easier to subsidize infrastructure than content—there is a long history of successful
government support for infrastructure, while support for content in various forms has been riddled
with controversy and difficulty. A policy that encourages content investment through a favorable
pricing structure, while directly supporting infrastructure, then, is likely to be the best available
option to achieve more efficient levels of investment.
As the government continues to try and give private actors the right incentives to continue
investing in the Internet, it needs to retain flexibility to ensure that new technologies are
appropriately promoted. The “reasonable network management” and “managed services”
components of the rule, which are likely to be more fully explained in future rulemakings and
adjudications, create this important flexibility. Maintaining a system that promotes broad
investment, while ensuring that all important technologies are given room to grow is central to
promoting the highest possible value of the Internet.
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